
August 2021 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the August 2021 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

We have four notable bird books this month: Christopher Helm is kicking off a new series of Helm Wildlife Guides with Birds of the Middle East, due January, while
Liverpool University Press has just published a new avifauna, The Birds of Wales. Nests, a very nicely illustrated book from Particular Books, showcases the work of Susan
Ogilvy, while Doubleday will publish John-Lewis Stempel's newest book The Soaring Life of the Lark – both of these are due in October. Beyond birds, we have one book
on invertebrates published by ConchBooks worth highlighting: Bivalvia of German Marine Waters of the North and Baltic Sea, which is available now.

On the topics of botany and mycology we have three books. The first is a rerelease of Cambridge University Press's The Freshwater Algal Flora of the British Isles, due
August. This is an unmodified reprint of the 2011 second edition that has been unavailable for some years. KNNV Publishing has released the Dutch
Rothmaler Flora van Nederland: Afbeeldingen van Vaatplanten (Rothmaler Flora of the Netherlands: Images of Vascular Plants), and Academic Press will publish the
second edition of Myxomycetes: Biology, Systematics, Biogeography and Ecology in September.

For readers interested in conservation and environmental issues we have a wide choice of books this month. Three books that have just been published are
Strange Natures: Conservation in the Era of Synthetic Biology from Yale University Press, which looks at the implications of biotechnological tools for conservation;
Conservation Science and Advocacy for a Planet in Peril: Speaking Truth to Power from Elsevier; and
Is CITES Protecting Wildlife?: Assessing Implementation and Compliance from Earthscan. Two books due in December are Invading Ecological Networks from Cambridge
University Press, which applies lessons from complexity science and network ecology to biological invasions, and Infectious Disease Ecology and Conservation from
Oxford University Press, which looks at the challenge of wildlife disease to conservation biology. Atlantic Books will publish
The Insect Crisis: The Fall of the Tiny Empires that Run the World in January, which promises to complement David Goulson's upcoming book Silent Earth. Other
environmental issues are covered by The Empty Sea: The Future of the Blue Economy, recently published by Springer, and
Rebalancing Our Climate: The Future Starts Today, due January from Oxford University Press.

Three excellent books on evolution and palaeontology are also in the pipeline. Out first is Observing Evolution: Peppered Moths and the Discovery of Parallel Melanism,
due August from Johns Hopkins University Press, while January will bring The Process of Animal Domestication from Princeton University Press and
Essex Rock: Geology Beneath the Landscape from Pelagic Publishing.

Finally, there are three paperback rereleases that fall under the subject heading of nature writing and biography. Columbia University Press is publishing
Thomas Berry: A Biography in October, while Harper Collins is publishing A Curious Boy: The Making of a Scientist, also in October, and
Islands of Abandonment: Life in the Post-Human Landscape in January.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch. In the
meantime, stay safe and keep well.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
How Not to be Eaten
The Insects Fight Back
Gilbert Waldbauer(Author), James Nardi(Illustrator)
All animals must eat. But who eats who, and why, or why not? Because insects outnumber and
collectively outweigh all other animals combined, they comprise the largest amount of animal
food available for potential consumption. How do they avoid being...

221 pages | 10 b/w illustrations | University of California Press

Paperback #254196 2021 9780520383005 £19.99
Hardback #195615 2012 9780520269125 £23.99

Biology and Ecology of Crayfish
Matt Longshaw(Editor), Paul Stebbing(Editor)
Written by world experts in astacology, Biology and Ecology of Crayfish covers a range of
aspects of the biology and ecology of freshwater crayfish. With a strong focus on wild crayfish,
Biology and Ecology of Crayfish studies the taxonomy and...

374 pages | 6 colour photo, 52 b/w photos and illustrations, tables |
Productivity Press

Paperback #254439 2021 9780367782986 £42.99
Hardback #227600 2016 9781498767323 £180.00

Ascidians in Coastal Waters
A Comprehensive Inventory of Ascidian Fauna from the Indian Coast
H Abdul Jaffar Ali(Author), M Tamilselvi(Author)
Ascidians in Coastal Waters addresses the needs of professional and amateur taxonomists on
the subject of ascidians in Asia. This is the first book of its kind and features colour illustrations
done by the authors in Asia. Ascidians in Coastal Waters...

157 pages | 39 colour & 14 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254311 2018 9783319804934 £59.99
Hardback #227601 2016 9783319291178 £89.99

Biology and Ecology of Aphids
Andreas Vilcinskas(Editor)
Most people know of aphids as garden pests, infesting the soft green tissues of plants in vast
numbers and killing them by sucking out the sap. Indeed, among the 4,000 or so known
species of aphids about 250 are pests, and in temperate regions...

272 pages | 16 colour & 16 b/w illustrations, tables | Apple Academic
Press

Paperback #254441 2021 9780367783181 £42.99
Hardback #228085 2016 9781482236767 £170.00

Stink Bugs
Biorational Control Based on Communication Processes
Andrej Čokl(Editor), Miguel Borges(Editor)
Stinkbug Classification, Phylogeny, Biology and Reproductive Behavior presents an overview
of the Pentatomidae species, covering their biology, phylogeny and reproductive behavior,
main plants used in their diet and their nutritional exigencies,...

256 pages | 11 colour photos and illustrations, 11 b/w illustrations, tables
| Productivity Press

Paperback #254444 2021 9780367782245 £42.99
Hardback #232884 2017 9781498732802 £140.00

Ecological Strategies of Aquatic Insects
Charles W Heckman(Author)
Ecological Strategies of Aquatic Insects recounts the habits of many interesting and unusual
exceptions to the rule that insects are typically terrestrial forms of life. It examines the different
ways that groups of species have developed modes of...

346 pages | 13 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, tables | Productivity
Press

Paperback #254432 2021 9780367781163 £42.99
Hardback #235059 2018 9781498719223 £150.00
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Reproduction and Development in Echinodermata and Prochordata
TJ Pandian(Author)
Echinoderms and prochordates occupy a key position in vertebrate evolution. The genomes of
sea urchin share 70% homology with humans. Researches on cell cycle in sea urchin and
phagocytosis in asteroids have fetched Nobel Prizes. In this context,...

270 pages | 59 b/w illustrations, 75 tables | CRC Press

Paperback #254469 2021 9780367781347 £42.99
Hardback #242478 2018 9780815364726 £150.00

The Alpheidae from China seas
Crustacea: Decapoda: Caridea
Zhong-Li Sha(Author), Yan-Rong Wang(Author), Dong-Ling Cui(Author)
As one of the largest crustacean families within the Caridea, the Alpheidae have attracted
much attention for its species richness, especially on coral reefs. The Alpheidae are one of the
most abundant decapods in tropical and subtropical areas, with...

323 pages | 5 colour & 199 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254205 2020 9789811506505 £136.00
Hardback #248613 2019 9789811506475 £199.99

Mosquitopia
The Place of Pests in a Healthy World
Marcus Hall(Editor), Dan Tamïr(Editor), Clifford Mutero(Foreword By), Ashwani
Kumar(Afterword by)
This edited volume brings together natural scientists, social scientists and humanists to assess
if (or how) we may begin to coexist harmoniously with the mosquito. The mosquito is
humanity's deadliest animal, killing over a million people each...

312 pages | 53 b/w illustrations | Earthscan

Paperback #254172 Sep-2021 9780367520052 £34.99
Hardback #254171 Sep-2021 9780367520113 £120.00

The Moths in Japan [Japanese]
Yasunori Kishida(Author)
This is a compilation of about 3000 macro moth species from the 4-volume Standard of Moths
in Japan, plus new species recorded since its publication. It provides a portable and more
affordable guide to Japanese moths. Most specimens are illustrated...

240 pages | colour photos | Gakken Publishers

Paperback #254187 2020 9784054067929 £135.00

Costa Rica Butterflies & Pollinators
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
James R Kavanagh(Author), Raymond Leung(Illustrator)
Pollinators in Costa Rica include bats, bees, hummingbirds, butterflies, moths, wasps, flies,
and beetles. These beneficial species are both beautiful and critical to the country's ecosystem
and agriculture. The laminated 12-panel folding guide...

12 pages | colour illustrations | Waterford Press

Unbound #254188 2020 9781620054659 £10.99

Butterflies & Pollinators
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
James R Kavanagh(Author), Raymond Leung(Illustrator)
The Monarch butterfly is one of over 5,000 butterfly species found in the diverse ecosystems of
North America. This beautifully illustrated 12-panel laminated folding guide highlights over 70
familiar and unique species, information on their life...

12 pages | colour illustrations | Waterford Press

Unbound #254189 2020 9781620054666 £10.99

In the Search of the Lost Pearl
Rediscovery of Southern Populations of Margaritifera margaritifera (L.) in Russia as a Model of
Conservation Research
Igor Popov(Author), Natalia Lentsman(Translated by)
This monograph focuses on the European freshwater pearl mussel Margaritifera margaritifera,
which is an endangered bivalve species. Most of its populations in the Russian section of the
Baltic Sea basin had never been studied, although they were...

87 colour & 1 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254222 2021 9783030662547 £119.99

Bivalvia of German Marine Waters of the North and Baltic Sea
Michael L Zettler(Author), Axel Alf(Author)
Since the beginning of faunistic studies, the class Bivalvia belongs to one of the best-
investigated groups in the North Atlantic region. In Germany, there is also a long tradition
concerning research on this group of animals. Especially since the...

329 pages | 126 plates with colour photos; 24 b/w illustrations, 123 colour
distribution maps | ConchBooks

Hardback #254234 2021 9783948603120 £86.99

Lobsters
Biology, Fisheries and Aquaculture
EV Radhakrishnan(Editor), Bruce F Phillips(Editor), Gopalakrishnan Achamveetil(Editor)
This book is an important addition to the knowledge of lobster research. The book
complements other books published on lobster research and management as it focuses on
Indian lobster fisheries and aquaculture developments where there have been nearly...

677 pages | 161 colour & 71 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254237 2020 9789813290969 £139.99
Hardback #254236 2019 9789813290938 £199.99

Spider Evolution
Genetics, Behavior, and Ecological Influences
Subir Ranjan Kundu(Author)
Spider Evolution: Genetics, Behavior, and Ecological Influences provides a thorough
exploration of the evolutionary trail of arachnids, particularly spider species, from prehistoric
origins to current sustainability issues. This book analyzes extinct...

276 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #254238 Nov-2021 9780323900416 £108.00

Tiger Beetles of the Southeastern United States
A Field Guide
Giff Beaton(Author), R Stephen Krotzer(Author), Brian D Holt(Author)
Combines current data and taxonomic classifications for tiger beetles in the Southeast with
stunning close-up photographs, flight season charts, and distribution mapsTiger beetles are
brightly coloured and metallic beetles, often with ivory or...

200 pages | 195 colour photos, 43 b/w illustrations, 41 distribution maps |
University of Alabama Press

Paperback #254239 Aug-2021 9780817359980 £23.95

The Insect Crisis
The Fall of the Tiny Empires that Run the World
Oliver Milman(Author)
When is the last time you were stung by a wasp? Or were followed by a cloud of midges? Or
saw a butterfly? All these normal occurrences are becoming much rarer. A groundswell of
research suggests insect numbers are in serious decline all over the...

304 pages | Atlantic Books

Hardback #254250 Jan-2022 9781838951177 £16.99
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Habitats & Ecosystems

Carabus d'Italia [Carabus Beetles of Italy]
Pierfranco Cavazzuti(Author), Daniele Ghiretti(Author)
This monograph describes the beetle genus Carabus as found in Italy. All species and
subspecies are represented by excellent colour photographs. Three new subspecies are
described. Distribution maps and photos of genitalia are included.

380 pages | 79+ plates with colour photos; 51 b/w distribution maps |
Natura Edizioni Scientifiche

Hardback #254293 2020 9788889327159 £129.00

Magyarország Eupitheciini Faunája [The Eupitheciini of Hungary (Lepidoptera:
Geometridae)]
Fazekas Imre(Author)
An exhaustive review of pug moths of Hungary. The Hungarian Eupitheciini are revised on the
basis of the study of 12,500 specimens. These species represent 4 genera. A comprehensive
synthesis of information on 80 known Hungarian species of...

205 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Pannon Intezet

Paperback #254297 2020 9786150097954 £59.99

Fire Ants and Leaf-Cutting Ants
Biology and Management
Clifford S Lofgren(Editor), Robert K Vander Meer(Editor)
Originally published in 1986. This book discusses the history and economics, biology and
ecology, behaviour, pheromones and other semiochemicals, physiology, and biochemistry of
fire ants and leaf-cutting ants. It illustrates new approaches to...

452 pages | Routledge

Paperback #254305 1986 9780367158279 £36.99
Hardback #254304 1986 9780367008406 £115.00

Ecology of Freshwater Nematodes
Walter Traunspurger(Editor)
Nematodes are incontestably the most numerous and the most diverse metazoans in
freshwater habitats, and these properties bestow exceptional significance to their role in the
environment. An array of functional roles has been attributed to them: they...

384 pages | CABI Publishing

Hardback #254383 2021 9781789243635 £94.99

A Faunal Review of Aleocharine Beetles in the Rapidly Changing Arctic and Subarctic
Regions of North America (Coleoptera, Staphylinidae)
Jan Klimaszewski(Author), Adam J Brunke(Author), Derek S Sikes(Author), Mikko
Pentinsaari(Author), Benoit Godin(Author), Reginald P Webster(Author), Anthony
Davies(Author), Caroline Bourdon(Author), Alfred F Newton(Author)
Arctic and Subarctic North America is particularly affected by climate change, where average
temperatures are rising three times faster than the global average. Documenting the changing
climate/environment of the north requires a structured knowledge...

704 pages | 307 colour & 8 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254420 Aug-2021 9783030681906 £149.99

Caves
Processes, Development, and Management
David Shaw Gillieson(Author)
People have been interested in caves for a very long time. Our distant ancestors used them for
shelter, as sources of water, and as places in which to conduct essential rituals. They adorned
their walls with quite sophisticated artwork depicting both...

528 pages | illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #254268 2021 9781119455578 £49.99

The Paradigm of Forests and the Survival of the Fittest
Sergio A Molina-Murillo(Editor), Carlos Rojas Alvarado(Editor)
The Paradigm of Forests and the Survival of the Fittest demonstrates the social, historical, and
environmental framework within which humans have developed a relationship with the forest
and its resources. Starting from the biological basis that...

247 pages | 2 colour & 15 b/w illustrations | Productivity Press

Paperback #254446 2021 9780367783204 £42.99
Hardback #231520 2016 9781498751056 £150.00

Managing Boreal Forests in the Context of Climate Change
Impacts, Adaptation and Climate Change Mitigation
Seppo Kellomäki(Author)
In many places in the world, forests dominate landscapes and provide various products. Future
climate change could profoundly alter the productivity of forest ecosystems and species
composition. Until now, climate impact research has primarily...

345 pages | 16 colour & 185 b/w illustrations | Productivity Press

Paperback #254449 2021 9780367782450 £42.99
Hardback #239902 2016 9781498771269 £160.00

Sea Ice in the Arctic
Past, Present and Future
Ola M Johannessen(Editor), Leonid P Bobylev(Editor), Elena V Shalina(Editor), Stein
Sandven(Editor)
Sea Ice in the Arctic provides in-depth information about the sea ice in the Arctic at scales from
paleoenvironmental variability to more contemporary changes during the past and present
centuries. The book is based on several decades of research...

575 pages | 154 colour & 92 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254315 2020 9783030213039 £109.99
Hardback #247544 2019 9783030213008 £149.99

Subtropical Mountain Forests of Las Yungas
Vegetation and Bioclimate
Gabriela S Entrocassi(Author), Rosario G Gavilán(Author), Daniel Sánchez Mata(Author)
The vegetation addressed in Subtropical Mountain Forests of Las Yungas is, biologically, one
of the most diverse on Earth, with many characteristic taxa offering refuge and food sources for
many resident and migratory animals. Yet the forests of Las...

191 pages | 24 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254313 2020 9783030255237 £89.99
Hardback #248143 2019 9783030255206 £119.99

Arctic Sea Ice Ecology
Seasonal Dynamics in Algal and Bacterial Productivity
Lars Chresten Lund-Hansen(Author), Dorte Haubjerg Søgaard(Author), Brian Keith
Sorrell(Author), Rolf Gradinger(Author), Klaus Martin Meiners(Author)
This book describes the ecology of sea ice algae and other microorganism such as bacteria,
meiofauna, and viruses residing inside or at the bottom of the sea ice, called the sympagic
biota. Organisms such as seals, fish, birds, and polar bears rely...

178 pages | 103 colour & 27 b/w photos and illustrations | Springer
Nature

Paperback #254385 Aug-2021 9783030374747 £54.99
Hardback #250058 2020 9783030374716 £69.99
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Natural History

The Bahía Blanca Estuary
Ecology and Biodiversity
Sandra M Fiori(Editor), Paula D Pratolongo(Editor)
The Bahía Blanca Estuary is one of the largest coastal systems in Atlantic South America. This
mesotidal estuary, situated in a sharp transition between humid subtropical and semiarid
climates, has a unique combination of large interannual...

584 pages | 72 colour & 23 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254221 Aug-2021 9783030664855 £129.99

Southern Iraq's Marshes
Their Environment and Conservation
Laith A Jawad(Author)
The Mesopotamian marshes are important for economic, social, and biodiversity values and
have been home to indigenous human communities for millennia. They are regarded as a
legendary site.This multi-authored book contains chapters written by...

815 pages | 262 colour & 102 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254229 2021 9783030662370 £179.99

Flora and Vegetation of the Pantanal Wetland
Geraldo Alves Damasceno-Junior(Editor), Arnildo Pott(Editor)
This book presents information on Pantanal vegetation including an updated checklist of flora,
useful plants, ecological aspects and some topics never published for this region, such as
lichens. It aims to be a reference for researchers, graduate and...

590 pages | 150 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254252 Oct-2021 9783030833749 £179.99

Coastal Ecosystems in Transition
A Comparative Analysis of the Northern Adriatic and Chesapeake Bay
Thomas C Malone(Editor), Alenka Malej(Editor), Jadran Faganeli(Editor)
The Northern Adriatic Sea, a continental shelf ecosystem in the Northeast Mediterranean Sea,
and the Chesapeake Bay, a major estuary of the mid-Atlantic coast of the United States, are
semi-enclosed, river-dominated ecosystems with urbanized...

256 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | American Geophysical
Union

Hardback #254264 2020 9781119543589 £151.00

The Forgotten Culture: Terracottas from North Ghana / Die Vergessene Kultur:
Terrakotten aus Nordghana
Hans Scheutz(Author)
This book provides a new insight into a still largely untapped culture of Africa, the Komaland,
with the help of numerous illustrations.The terracotta objects of Komaland were only
discovered around 1980 in northern Ghana and have surprised both...

248 pages | 9 plates with b/w line drawings; colour photos | Lit Verlag

Hardback #235375 2016 9783643507808 £49.99

Thomas Berry
A Biography
Mary Evelyn Tucker(Author), John Grim(Author), Andrew Angyal(Author)
Thomas Berry (1914–2009) was one of the twentieth century's most prescient and profound
thinkers. As a cultural historian, he sought a broader perspective on humanity's relationship to
the earth in order to respond to the ecological and...

360 pages | 53 b/w photos | Columbia University Press

Paperback #254349 Oct-2021 9780231176996 £18.99
Hardback #246241 2019 9780231176989 £21.99

The Fossil Woman
A Life of Mary Anning
Tom Sharpe(Author)
Described as 'the greatest fossilist the world ever knew', a fully illustrated biography of Mary
Anning is long overdue. Drawing on recent research into her life and times, yet always aware of
her character and personality, Tom Sharpe has...

272 pages | 32 plates with 82 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations | Dovecote Press

Paperback #254180 2021 9781838473501 £11.99
Hardback #251859 2020 9780995546295 £19.99

A Curious Boy
The Making of a Scientist
Richard A Fortey(Author)
What makes a scientist? In a charming memoir, beloved and brilliant scientist Richard Fortey
offers a tour of the natural world in all its joys, puzzles and curiosities.In this memoir, Richard
Fortey – a palaeontologist and natural historian...

338 pages | William Collins (HarperCollins imprint)

Paperback #252752 Oct-2021 9780008324001 £9.99
Hardback #252751 2021 9780008323967 £19.99

Mary Strong Clemens – A Botanical Pilgrimage
Her Glorious Mission from Here to the Outback via Southeast Asia
Nelda B Ikenberry(Author)
This is a biographical account of Mary Strong Clemens, an extraordinary woman and botanical
explorer of the late 19th century and well into the 20th century. The life of Mary Strong
Clemens is 'history from the bottom up'. She is the voice of...

500 pages | b/w photos | Botanical Research Institute of Texas

Flexibound #254164 2021 9781889878638 £84.99

Snow Birds
Kirsten Hall(Author), Jenni Desmond(Illustrator)
Discover birds who survive winter against all odds in this poetic, gorgeously illustrated picture
book for young readers.Snowflakes whirling, snow-flocks swirling, streaks of white twirl through
the night... You've heard of birds who migrate to...

40 pages | colour illustrations | Abrams

Hardback #254167 2020 9781419742033 £12.99

Wild Child
A Journey Through Nature
Dara McAnulty(Author), Barry Falls(Illustrator)
Join brilliant young naturalist Dara McAnulty – winner of the 2020 Wainwright Prize for his
book Diary of a Young Naturalist – on a nature walk and experience the joy of connecting with
the natural world on your multi-sensory journey.This...

64 pages | colour illustrations | Macmillan Children's Books

Hardback #254210 2021 9781529045321 £14.99

Fond Ferdinand (Seychelles)
Steen G Hansen(Author), Victorin F Laboudallon(Author), Gemma Jessy(Author)
This book covers the history of the Fond Ferdinand nature reserve on the Seychelles together
with its different vegetation types, selected plants and animals, and ongoing conservation
efforts. The authors discuss the striking forest floor and its...

110 pages | colour photos | Mifa Publications

Paperback #254310 2021 £43.99
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The Karakoram
Ice Mountains of Pakistan
Colin Prior(Photographer), Mick Conefrey(Contributor)
The ice mountains of the Karakoram are among the world's greatest natural treasures. At 8611
metres (28,251 ft), K2 is the second tallest mountain on Earth. There are three other mountains
in the range that top 8000 metres (26,247 ft) –...

160 pages | 90 colour & b/w photos | Merrell Publishers

Hardback #254314 2021 9781858946870 £49.99

Antarctica
A Continent of Wonder
Mario Cuesta Hernando(Author), Raquel Martín(Illustrator)
Join scientists on an unforgettable journey to Antarctica in this illustrated children's
book.Antarctica was only discovered 200 years ago and since its discovery, explorers, sailors,
and scientists have been travelling to the world's only...

48 pages | colour illustrations | Prestel

Hardback #254328 2021 9783791374567 £14.99

Ms. Adventure
My Wild Explorations in Science, Lava, and Life
Jess Phoenix(Author)
As a volcanologist, natural hazards expert, and founder of Blueprint Earth, Jess Phoenix has
dedicated her life to scientific exploration. Her career path – hard earned in the male-dominated
world of science – has led her into...

272 pages | photos | Timber Press

Hardback #254332 2021 9781643260037 £18.99

Faune & Flore de la Baie du Mont-Saint-Michel [Fauna & Flora of the Bay of Mont-Saint-
Michel]
Mickaël Mary(Author), Toni Llobet François(Illustrator)
This field guide will allow anyone curious by nature to be able to identify plants and animals
during walks around the bay of Mont Saint-Michel. This highly touristic place is also an
exceptionally rich natural site. The author presents 1,000...

304 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | BIOTOPE

Paperback #254353 2020 9782366622348 £39.99

How Did Whales Get So Big?
And Other Curious Questions about Animals, Nature, Geology, and Planet Earth
MinuteEarth(Author)
Have you ever wondered where Earth's water came from? Or why leaves change colour in the
fall? Humans are all curious creatures, and children are the most curious of all. In their debut
illustrated science book, the team behind the popular...

120 pages | colour illustrations | Dragonfruit

Hardback #254355 Nov-2021 9781642506310 £16.95

Wild Winter
In Search of Nature in Scotland's Mountain Landscape
John D Burns(Author)
In Wild Winter, John D. Burns, bestselling author of The Last Hillwalker and Bothy Tales, sets
out to rediscover Scotland's mountains, remote places and wildlife in the darkest and stormiest
months. He traverses the country from the mouth of the...

224 pages | Vertebrate Publishing

Paperback #254361 2021 9781839810053 £9.99

A Newsworthy Naturalist
The Life of William Yarrell
Christine E Jackson(Author)
A Newsworthy Naturalist is a biography of William Yarrell (1784-1856), an influential naturalist
at a time when natural history was becoming an important factor in 19th century society. He
wrote two important books: A History of British Fishes and A...

248 pages | 12 plates with colour illustrations; 60 b/w illustrations | John
Beaufoy Publishing

Hardback #254378 Oct-2021 9781913679040 £24.99

Te Taiao: Maori and the Natural World
Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand(Author)
In traditional Maori knowledge, the weather, birds, fish and trees, sun and moon are related to
each other, and to the people of the land, the tangata whenua. It is truly an interconnected
world – a vast family of which humans are children of...

192 pages | David Bateman Ltd

Paperback #254392 2016 9781869537753 £56.99

The Nature of Cricket
A Natural History of the Cricket Ground
Graham Coster(Author)
Everyone's image of the ideal cricket ground will be a village field, fringed by trees, the outfield
dappled with clovers and buttercups, swallows flitting above… And what of all the other wildlife
associated with this most natural of...

144 pages | colour photos | Safe Haven Books

Hardback #254393 Aug-2021 9781838405113 £16.99

Life on the Floodplain
A Garden Wildlife Diary 2020
Ceri Leigh(Author)
The diary of one year in rural Wales, telling the story of the wildlife photographed in Ceri
Leigh's garden on the Usk floodplain, as well as a bigger story of trauma, mental health and the
power of nature to help heal the mind.Ceri Leigh was...

416 pages | 50 colour photos | Whitefox Publishing

Hardback #254403 Sep-2021 9781913532703 £24.99

Buzz Words
Poems About Insects
Howard Schechter(Editor), Kimiko Hahn(Editor)
Given that insects vastly outnumber us (there are approximately 200 million insects for every
human) it is no surprise that there is a rich body of verse on the creeping, scuttling, flitting,
stinging things with which we share our planet.Many...

256 pages | Everyman's Library

Hardback #254422 2021 9781841598215 £11.99

Earth's Incredible Oceans
Jess French(Author), Claire McElfatrick(Illustrator)
Enter the world of oceans and discover all the interesting animals that live in them. Swim with
jellyfish, wonder at the busy life of a seagrass meadow, and fence with narwhals. Children will
be delighted to learn about life under the sea and how to...

80 pages | colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #254424 2021 9780241459140 £14.99
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Reference

What's Where on Earth? Animal Atlas
The World's Wildlife as You've Never Seen it Before
Dorling Kindersley (DK)(Author)
Embark on an action-packed, first-class tour and explore the homes of Earth's most awe-
inspiring animals! This illustrated children's atlas brings the animal kingdom to life like never
before through spectacular, specially commissioned 3D...

160 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Dorling
Kindersley

Hardback #254425 2021 9780241412909 £14.99

Evolved
An Illustrated Guide to Evolution
Lucas Riera(Author), Ángel Svoboda(Illustrator)
An illustrated tribute to the evolution of species and all the incredible ways that animals have
adapted to the world around them.How did fish get scales? Why do some animals have wings?
What sea creature still has fingers hidden away in their fins?...

48 pages | colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #254471 2021 9780241518342 £9.99

Tshopo: Laborieuse Construction Politico-Administrative Coloniale Muée en Bastion du
Nationalisme Congolais [Tshopo: Laborious Colonial Politico-Administrative
Construction Turned into a Bastion of Congolese Nationalism]
Jean Omasombo Tshonda(Editor), Jean Otemikongo Mandefu(Author), Élodie
Stroobant(Author), Noël Obotela Rashidi(Author), Bily Bolakonga(Author), Donatien Olela
Nonga Shotsha(Author), Joris Krawczyk(Author), Mohamed Laghmouch(Author)
With an area of 199,567 km², the province of Tshopo is the largest in the country. On the
edges of the Congo basin and the eastern mountain region, this melting pot of cultures and
peoples is bordered by eight other provinces along its 3,073 km...

680 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour & b/w
maps, tables | Royal Museum for Central Africa / Musée Royal de
l'Afrique Centrale

Paperback #254480 2021 9789492669704 £24.99

Ituri: Terre et Identités sous Tension [Ituri: Earth and Identities under Tension]
Jean Omasombo Tshonda(Editor), Jean-Pierre Mateso Mande(Author), Guillaume
Léonard(Author), Gilbert Umvor Keno(Author), Mokili Mbuluyo(Author), David Remo lo-
Lozube(Author), Joris Krawczyk(Author), Mohamed Laghmouch(Author)
Ituri is the smallest of the four provinces created from the repartition of the former Province-
Orientale, covering an area of 65,658 km². Sizewise, it is a third of Tshopo province (199,567
km²) and less than half of Bas-Uele (148,331...

571 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour & b/w
maps, tables | Royal Museum for Central Africa / Musée Royal de
l'Afrique Centrale

Paperback #254481 2020 9789492669193 £24.99

A Primer in Biological Data Analysis and Visualization Using R
Gregg Hartvigsen(Author)
R is the most widely used open-source statistical and programming environment for the
analysis and visualization of biological data. Drawing on Gregg Hartvigsen's extensive
experience teaching biostatistics and modeling biological systems, this...

216 pages | b/w illustrations | Columbia University Press

Paperback #254351 Aug-2021 9780231202138 £29.99
Hardback #254350 Aug-2021 9780231202121 £116.00

Weird Earth
Debunking Strange Ideas about Our Planet
Donald R Prothero(Author), Michael Shermer(Foreword By)
Aliens. Ley lines. Water dowsing. Conspiracies and myths captivate imaginations and promise
mystery and magic. Whether it's arguing about the moon landing hoax or a Frisbee-like Earth
drifting through space, when held up to science and critical...

293 pages | b/w photos, illustrations | Red Lightning Books

Paperback #254457 2021 9781684351794 £13.99
Hardback #249790 2020 9781684350612 £16.99

The Book Proposal Book
A Guide for Scholarly Authors
Laura Portwood-Stacer(Author)
The scholarly book proposal may be academia's most mysterious genre. You have to write one
to get published, but most scholars receive no training on how to do so – and you may have
never even seen a proposal before you're expected to...

216 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Princeton University Press

Paperback #254155 Aug-2021 9780691209678 £16.99
Hardback #254165 Aug-2021 9780691215723 £61.99

Insights from Data with R
An Introduction for the Life and Environmental Sciences
Owen L Petchey(Author), Andrew P Beckerman(Author), Natalie Cooper(Author), Dylan Z
Childs(Author)
Experiments, surveys, measurements, and observations all generate data. These data can
provide useful insights for solving problems, guiding decisions, and formulating strategy.
Progressing from relatively unprocessed data to insight, and doing so...

320 pages | 60 colour illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #254201 2021 9780198849827 £27.99
Hardback #254200 2021 9780198849810 £54.99

Revise
The Scholar-Writer’s Essential Guide to Tweaking, Editing, and Perfecting Your Manuscript
Pamela Haag(Author)
Writing and revision are two different skills. Many scholar-writers have learned something
about how to write, but fewer know how to read and revise their own writing, spot editorial
issues, and transform a draft from passable to great. Drawing on...

360 pages | Yale University Press

Hardback #254295 2021 9780300243673 £18.99

Nature Fast and Nature Slow
How Life Works, from Fractions of a Second to Billions of Year
Nicholas P Money(Author)
This book is a vision of biology set within the entire timescale of the universe. It is about the
timing of life, from microsecond movements to evolutionary changes over millions of years.
Human consciousness is riveted to seconds, but a split-second...

200 pages | 8 colour & 2 b/w illustrations | Reaktion Books

Hardback #254306 2021 9781789144048 £15.95

Asteroids
Clifford J Cunningham(Author)
Grounded in historical studies of asteroids from the nineteenth century, Asteroids is a fully up
to date view of these remarkable objects. Without resorting to any technical plots or
mathematics, the author shows that asteroids are not just rocks in...

192 pages | 65 colour & 29 b/w illustrations | Reaktion Books

Hardback #254308 2021 9781789143584 £24.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

99 Maps to Save the Planet
KATAPULT(Author)
A shocking but informative, eye-catching and witty book of maps that illustrate the perilous
state of our planet. The maps in this book are often shocking, sometimes amusing, and packed
with essential information:- Did you know that just 67 companies...

208 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps | The Bodley Head

Hardback #254318 2021 9781847926500 £16.99

Is This Wi-Fi Organic?
A Guide to Spotting Misleading Science Online
Dave Farina(Author)
We live in the internet age, where scams, frauds, fake-news, fake stories, fake science, and
false narratives are everywhere. With the knowledge base gained from Dave Farina's simple
explanations, learn to spot misinformation and lies on the...

286 pages | 30 b/w illustrations | Mango Media

Paperback #254325 2021 9781642504156 £16.95

Distinct Aerodynamics of Insect-Scale Flight
Csaba Hefler(Author), Chang-Kwon Kang(Author), Huihe Qiu(Author), Wei Shyy(Author)
Insect-scale flapping wing flight vehicles can conduct environmental monitoring, disaster
assessment, mapping, positioning and security in complex and challenging surroundings. To
develop bio-inspired flight vehicles, systematic probing based on the...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254365 2021 9781108812719 £14.99

R for Conservation and Development Projects
A Primer for Practitioners
Nathan Whitmore(Author)
R for Conservation and Development Projects is aimed at conservation and development
practitioners who need to learn and use R in a part-time professional context. It gives people
with a non-technical background a set of skills to graph, map, and...

394 pages | 123 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #254377 2020 9780367205485 £52.99
Hardback #254376 2020 9780367205492 £130.00

Why Conserve Nature?
Perspectives on Meanings and Motivations
Stephen Trudgill(Author), Rogelio Lora(Author)
How we view nature transforms the world around us. People rehearse stories about nature
which make sense to them. If we ask the question 'why conserve nature?', and the answers are
based on myths, then are these good myths to have? Scientific...

400 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #253435 Dec-2021 9781108958578 £39.99
Hardback #253434 Dec-2021 9781108832526 £84.99

Human-Wildlife Interactions
From Conflict to Cooperation
Michael R Conover(Author), Denise O Conover(Author)
Human-wildlife interactions increase exponentially as more and more humans and wildlife
crowd into the same limited space. Such interactions often become conflicts when wildlife
threaten human health and safety, well-being, or the food supply. This...

448 pages | 151 colour & 54 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #253853 Jan-2022 9781032134499 £52.99
Hardback #253854 Jan-2022 9781138394094 £150.00

Molecular Ecology and Conservation Genetics of Neotropical Mammals
Maximiliano Nardelli(Editor), Juan Ignacio Túnez(Editor)
Although all living beings modify their environment, human beings have acquired the ability to
do so on a superlative space-time scale. As a result of industrialization and the use of new
technologies, anthropogenic impact has been increasing in the...

369 pages | 36 colour & 16 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254202 2021 9783030656058 £119.99

The Corbett Story
Unfolding the Tiger Reserve
Anjali Bharthari(Author), Karan Singh(Foreword By)
This first-of-its-kind book traces 84 years of the conservation history of Corbett Tiger Reserve
in the Indian state of Uttarakhand. The Corbett Tiger Reserve, named after Jim Corbett, takes
his legacy forward and this book chronicles his efforts and...

160 pages | b/w photos | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Paperback #254219 2020 9788121110181 £94.99

Wild Souls
Freedom and Flourishing in the Non-Human World
Emma Marris(Author)
From an acclaimed environmental writer, a groundbreaking and provocative new vision for our
relationships with – and responsibilities toward – the planet's wild animals.Protecting wild
animals and preserving the environment are two...

352 pages | 8 plates with colour photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #254235 Sep-2021 9781635574944 £27.99

Strange Natures
Conservation in the Era of Synthetic Biology
Kent H Redford(Author), William M Adams(Author)
A groundbreaking examination of the implications of synthetic biology for biodiversity
conservation.Nature almost everywhere survives on human terms. The distinction between
what is natural and what is human-made, which has informed conservation for...

296 pages | 9 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #254296 2021 9780300230970 £24.99

Ocean Acidification and Marine Wildlife
Physiological and Behavioral Impacts
Guangxu Liu(Author)
Ocean Acidification and Marine Wildlife: Physiological and Behavioral Impacts provides
comprehensive knowledge on how decreases in the pH of the world's oceans is affecting
marine organisms. The book synthesizes recent findings about the impacts...

282 pages | illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #254358 2021 9780128223307 £99.95

Conservation Science and Advocacy for a Planet in Peril
Speaking Truth to Power
Dominick A DellaSala(Editor)
Conservation Science and Advocacy for a Planet in Peril: Speaking Truth to Power helps equip
scientists working on environmental and sustainability challenges with new tactics for success.
Global efforts and cooperation by member states of...

366 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #254362 Aug-2021 9780128129883 £76.95
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Ornithology

Infectious Disease Ecology and Conservation
Johannes Foufopoulos(Author), Gary A Wobeser(Author), Hamish McCallum(Author)
Emerging infectious diseases pose an increasingly serious threat to a number of endangered
or sensitive species and are increasingly recognized as one of the major factors driving
species extinction. Despite the significant impact of pathogens on...

304 pages | 80 colour photos and colour illustrations, 13 tables | Oxford
University Press

Paperback #254369 Dec-2021 9780199583515 £37.99
Hardback #254368 Dec-2021 9780199583508 £74.99

Key Questions in Biodiversity
A Study and Revision Guide
Paul A Rees(Author)
An understanding of biodiversity is an important requirement of a wide range of programmes of
study including biology, zoology, wildlife conservation and environmental science.Key
Questions in Biodiversity is a study and revision guide for students...

224 pages | CABI Publishing

Paperback #254382 2021 9781789248630 £19.99

Is CITES Protecting Wildlife?
Assessing Implementation and Compliance
Tanya Wyatt(Author)
This book assesses the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES), examining both implementation and compliance.Humans are
causing a biodiversity crisis, where 1 million species are facing extinction....

192 pages | 6 b/w illustrations | Earthscan

Paperback #254429 2021 9780367441289 £34.99
Hardback #254428 2021 9780367440718 £120.00

40 Bird Boxes, Feeders & Birdbaths
Practical Projects to Turn Your Garden into a Haven for Birds
Jen Green(Author)
Nesting boxes, feeding tables and birdbaths make charming additions to any terrace or garden
and can be as decorative as they are practical. Even the smallest outdoor space can be
enlivened by a small nesting box or feeder, while larger spaces can be...

128 pages | 500 colour photos and b/w illustrations | Lorenz Books

Hardback #254292 2020 9780754834984 £9.99

Birds of the Middle East
Abdulrahman Al-Sirhan(Author), Jens Eriksen(Author), Richard Porter(Author)
The Middle East has a vast range of avifauna, with over 800 species known to breed in the
region; it is an important area for both indigenous species and those which pass through on
migration. Birds of the Middle East, the latest addition to the Helm...

224 pages | 400 colour photos | Helm

Paperback #253413 Jan-2022 9781472986757 £16.99

All About Birds Midwest: Midwest US and Canada
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
The All About Birds Regional Field Guide series brings birding enthusiasts the best information
from the renowned Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s website, AllAboutBirds.org, used by more than
24 million people each year. These definitive books...

304 pages | 884 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #253503 Jan-2022 9780691990002 £14.99

All About Birds California
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
The All About Birds Regional Field Guides series brings birding enthusiasts the best
information from the renowned Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s website, AllAboutBirds.org, used
by more than 24 million people each year. These definitive books...

304 pages | 872 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #253504 Jan-2022 9780691990057 £14.99

All About Birds Southwest
The All About Birds Regional Field Guides series brings birding enthusiasts the best
information from the renowned Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s website, AllAboutBirds.org, used
by more than 24 million people each year. These definitive books...

284 pages | 812 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #253505 Jan-2022 9780691990040 £14.99

All About Birds Northwest: Northwestern USA & Western Canada
The All About Birds Regional Field Guides Series brings birding enthusiasts the best
information from the renowned Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s website, AllAboutBirds.org, used
by more than 24 million people each year. These definitive books...

296 pages | 852 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #253506 Jan-2022 9780691990033 £14.99

All About Birds Southeast
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
The All About Birds Regional Field Guides series brings birding enthusiasts the best
information from the renowned Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s website, AllAboutBirds.org, used
by more than 24 million people each year. These definitive books...

292 pages | 840 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #253507 Jan-2022 9780691990019 £14.99

All About Birds Texas & Oklahoma
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
The All About Birds Regional Field Guides series brings birding enthusiasts the best
information from the renowned Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s website, AllAboutBirds.org, used
by more than 24 million people each year. These definitive books...

320 pages | 952 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #253508 Jan-2022 9780691990064 £14.99

All About Birds Northeast: Northeast US and Canada
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
The All About Birds Regional Field Guides series brings birding enthusiasts the best
information from the renowned Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s website, AllAboutBirds.org, used
by more than 24 million people each year. These definitive books...

280 pages | 792 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #253509 Jan-2022 9780691990026 £14.99

The North American Sea Ducks
Paul A Johnsgard(Author)
The 21 species of sea ducks are one of the larger subgroups (Tribe Mergini) of the waterfowl
family Anatidae, and the 16 species (one historically extinct) that are native to North America
represent the largest number to be found on any continent....

255 pages | 31 b/w photos, ~180 b/w illustrations, 15 b/w distribution
maps | Zea Books

Paperback #254211 2016 9781609621063 £26.99
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Botany

The North American Grouse
Their Biology and Behavior
Paul A Johnsgard(Author)
This book summarizes the ecology, reproductive biology, and social behaviour of all ten of the
extant North American grouse species. It also describes the current status of grouse
populations, some of which are perilously close to extinction. The...

175 pages | 38 colour photos, 37 b/w illustrations, 16 b/w distribution
maps | Zea Books

Paperback #254212 1970 9781609620875 £64.99

The Soaring Life of the Lark
John Lewis-Stempel(Author)
Skylarks are the heralds of our countryside. Their music is the quintessential sound of spring.
The spirit of English pastoralism, they inspire poets, composers and farmers alike. In the
trenches of World War I they were a reminder of the chattering...

112 pages | Doubleday

Hardback #254247 Oct-2021 9780857525802 £9.99

Nests
Susan Ogilvy(Author)
Susan Ogilvy started painting bird nests almost by accident. One day, while tidying up her
garden after a storm, she found a chaffinch nest – a strange, sodden lump on the grass under
a fir tree. She carried it inside and placed it on a...

128 pages | colour illustrations | Particular Books

Hardback #254248 Oct-2021 9780241481714 £19.99

The Nighthawk's Evening
Notes of a Field Biologist
Gretchen N Newberry(Author)
In her late thirties, Gretchen Newberry left her office job in Portland, Oregon, to become a
wildlife biologist studying nighthawks. The common nighthawk, Chordeiles minor, has long
fascinated birders, scientists, farmers, and anyone who has awoken...

160 pages | 20 b/w illustrations | Oregon State University Press

Paperback #254258 Oct-2021 9780870711503 £20.95

Gouldian
The World’s Most Beautiful Finch
Col Roberts(Author)
From the author of the best selling Finches of Australia comes another amazing book – but this
time on Gouldian Finches alone. These are the most extraordinary images ever recorded of
Gouldian Finches.Col Roberts has lived in Gouldian country...

300 pages | colour photos | Kimberley Images

Hardback #254303 Sep-2021 £99.99

Veldgids Vogels Vergelijken: Herken Soorten die op Elkaar Lijken [Field Guide to
Comparing Birds: Recognizing Species that Look Alike]
Harvey van Diek(Author), Elwin van der Kolk(Illustrator)
A must for every birder. This field guide teaches you how to easily tell apart look-alike bird
species commonly found in the Netherlands. Covering 200 species and hundreds of clear
drawings by Elwin van der Kolk, this is a useful addition to existing...

224 pages | colour illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #254338 Sep-2021 9789050118217 £25.99

Nederlandse Vogels in Hun Domein [Dutch Birds in Their Domain]
Robert Kwak(Author), Jip Louwe Kooijmans(Author)
The Netherlands traditionally has always a country rich in birds. From the North Sea to the hill
country of Limburg, there is a large diversity of landscapes, each harbouring their own bird
populations. The beautifully executed Nederlandse Vogels in...

680 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | KNNV
Uitgeverij

Hardback #254340 2021 9789050117999 £64.99

The Birds of Wales / Adar Cymru
Rhion Pritchard(Editor), Julian Hughes(Editor), Ian M Spence(Editor), Bob Haycock(Editor),
Anne Brenchley(Editor)
From its long coastline, with cliffs and islands that bustle with breeding seabirds in the
summer, to its open moorland that hold some of the most southerly Curlews and Black Grouse,
Wales packs a lot of birds into a small area. It is significant for...

600 pages | colour photos, distribution maps | Liverpool University Press

Hardback #254348 2021 9781800859722 £44.99

Little Bustard
Ecology and Conservation
Vincent Bretagnolle(Author), Juan Traba(Author), Manuel B Morales(Author)
This book is devoted to the little bustard, a medium-sized Palearctic steppe bird whose
distribution ranges from the Iberian Peninsula to Central Asia. At present, the European
population is suffering a severe decline mainly due to agricultural...

290 pages | 20 colour & 40 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254384 Dec-2021 9783030849016 £109.99

Plant Physiological Ecology
Hans Lambers(Author), Rafael S Oliveira(Author)
Growth, reproduction, and geographical distribution of plants are profoundly influenced by their
physiological ecology: the interaction with the surrounding physical, chemical, and biological
environments. Plant Physiological Ecology highlights...

736 pages | 237 colour & 117 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254274 2021 9783030296414 £59.99
Hardback #251148 2019 9783030296384 £89.99

Plant Systematics
An Integrated Approach
Gurcharan Singh(Author)
The present fourth edition blends information on classical fundamental aspects with recent
developments especially in the field of molecular systematics, cladistics and computer
identification. Special attention has been given to information on...

551 pages | 73 b/w photos, 270 b/w illustrations, 30 tables | CRC Press

Paperback #254445 2021 9780367779665 £42.99
Hardback #247125 2019 9780367250881 £180.00

The Freshwater Algal Flora of the British Isles
An Identification Guide to Freshwater and Terrestrial Algae
David M John(Editor), Brian A Whitton(Editor), Alan J Brook(Editor)
Please note that the 2021 second edition is an unmodified reissue of the out-of-print 2011
second edition. The only difference is that the contents of the 2011 DVD-ROM are now
available online.Building on the success of the first edition and...

896 pages | colour & b/w photos, b/w line drawings | Cambridge
University Press

Hardback #254253 Aug-2021 9781108478007 £151.00
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The Ecology of Plants
Jessica Gurevitch(Author), Samuel M Scheiner(Author), Gordon A Fox(Author)
The Ecology of Plants provides comprehensive, contemporary coverage of plant ecology. Now
in its third edition, the text incorporates current scientific developments and includes hundreds
of stunning photographs, insightful illustrations, and...

648 pages | illustrations, tables | Sinauer Associates

Hardback #254380 2020 9781605358291 £113.99

Marine Macro- and Microalgae
An Overview
F Xavier Malcata(Editor), Sousa Pinto Isabel(Editor), Ana Catarina Afonso Guedes(Editor)
The marine environment accounts for most of the biodiversity on our planet, while offering a
huge potential for the benefit and wellbeing of mankind. Its extensive resources already
constitute the basis of many economic activities – but many...

333 pages | 25 colour & 22 b/w photos and illustrations | Productivity
Press

Paperback #254448 2021 9780367780661 £42.99
Hardback #223641 2018 9781498705332 £160.00

Edible Seaweeds of the World
Leonel Pereira(Author), Alan T Critchley(Foreword By)
Seaweed is used in many countries for very different purposes – directly as food, especially in
sushi, as a source of phycocolloids, extraction of compounds with antiviral, antibacterial or
antitumor activity and as biofertilizers. About four...

453 pages | 35 colour photos and illustrations, 64 b/w illustrations |
Productivity Press

Paperback #254450 2021 9780367783235 £42.99
Hardback #228737 2016 9781498730471 £165.00

Ethnobotany
Local Knowledge and Traditions
José L Martinez(Editor), Amner Muñoz-Acevedo(Editor), Mahendra Rai(Editor)
Ethnobotany: Local Knowledge and Traditions discusses various plants that have actually
been used in traditional medicine for a specific ailment. It desribes the biological effectiveness
(activities) related to each "sickness" which have...

326 pages | 7 colour & 49 b/w illustrations, 22 tables | CRC Press

Paperback #254466 2021 9780367780463 £42.99
Hardback #245269 2019 9781138388987 £160.00

Medicinal Plants of Bangladesh and West Bengal
Botany, Natural Products, & Ethnopharmacology
Christophe Wiart(Author)
Medicinal Plants of Bangladesh and West Bengal is a complete compendium. It provides the
scientific name, classification, local name(s), historical background, local medicinal uses,
botanical description, chemical constituents, pharmacological...

216 pages | 67 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #254467 2021 9780367779924 £42.99
Hardback #245796 2019 9781138735163 £115.00

Flora Argentina, Volume 19(2) [Spanish]
Dicotyledoneae: Caryophyllales (p.p), Cormales, Ericales (p.p.), Gentiamales (p.p.)
Fernando Omar Zuloaga(Editor), Manuel Joaquín Belgrano(Editor)
Volume 19, part 2 includes 15 families, 106 genera and 421 species.

370 pages | 8 plates with colour photos; b/w line drawings | Instituto
Multidisciplinario de Biología Vegetal (CONICET-UNC)

Hardback #254227 Sep-2021 £425.00

Field Guide to the Trees of the Gila Region of New Mexico
Richard Stephen Felger(Author), James Thomas Verrier(Author), Kelly Kindscher(Author),
Xavier Raj Herbst Khera(Author)
Field Guide to the Trees of the Gila Region of New Mexico is the definitive guide for field
botanists, researchers, students, and avid nature lovers who wish to explore the natural history
of native and introduced tree species across the Gila. The...

272 pages | 339 colour photos, 1 map, 1 table | University of New Mexico
Press

Paperback #254159 2021 9780826362377 £19.95

Farne, Schachtelhalme und Bärlappe: Der Naturführer zu den Farnpflanzen
Mitteleuropas [Ferns, Horsetails and Clubmosses: The Field Guide to the ferns of
Central Europe]
Muriel Bendel(Author), Françoise Alsaker(Author)
Der Naturführer zu den Farnpflanzen Mitteleuropas is a guide and reference work in one and is
aimed at both plant novices and experts. With excellent photographs, scientific illustrations and
understandable texts, this book arouses and promotes...

304 pages | ~280 colour photos, 55 b/w line drawings | Verlag Paul
Haupt

Flexibound #254162 2021 9783258081731 £56.99

A Systematic Vademecum to the Vascular Plants of Saba
Franklin S Axelrod(Author)
A Systematic Vademecum to the Vascular Plants of Saba is a book to promote botanical and
environmental education, scientific exploration, and conservation on the island of Saba,
Netherlands Antilles. This book is a synoptic flora whose subject matter...

122 pages | Botanical Research Institute of Texas

Flexibound #254163 2021 9781889878584 £64.99

Das Illustrierte Pflanzen-Glossar: Ein Visuelles Wörterbuch für die Feldbotanik [The
Illustrated Plant Glossary: A Visual Dictionary for Field Botany]
Stefan Eggenberg(Author), Yann Fragnière(Author), Gregor Kozlowski(Author)
If you want to learn about wild plants and understand plant descriptions or identification keys,
you cannot avoid knowing the language of field botany. This richly illustrated work helps you to
learn this language in a simple, visual way and at the...

176 pages | 44 plates with colour illustrations; 1000+ b/w line drawings |
Verlag Paul Haupt

Flexibound #254170 2021 9783258081748 £44.99

Flore du Gabon, Volume 54: Dracaenaceae, Gentianaceae, Lentibulariaceae
Marc SM Sosef(Editor), Theo HJ Damen(Author), W Joost van der Burg(Author), Paul JM
Maas(Author), Hiltje Maas-van de Kamer(Author), Eberhard Fischer(Author), Andreas
Fleischmann(Author)
Volume 54 treats the families Dracaenaceae (two genera and 29 indigenous and three
introduced and cultivated species), Gentianaceae (nine genera and 11 species), and
Lentibulariaceae (two genera and 17 species).

132 pages | plates with colour photos, plates with b/w line drawings, 3
b/w map | Joseph Margraf Verlag

Paperback #254175 2020 9783823617723 £74.99

Flore du Gabon, Volume 55: Commelinaceae, Solanaceae
Marc SM Sosef(Editor), W Joost van der Burg(Author), Ehoarn Bidault(Author), Xavier
Aubriot(Author)
Volume 55 treats the families Commelinaceae and Solanaceae, represented in Gabon by
respectively 13 genera and 48 species, and one indigenous genus with 15 species and five
introduced genera with six species.

137 pages | 9 plates with colour photos; 44 b/w line drawings | Joseph
Margraf Verlag

Paperback #254176 2020 9783823617860 £74.99
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Flore du Gabon, Volume 56: Compositae
Marc SM Sosef(Editor), Henk J Beentje(Author)
Volume 56 treats the family Compositae which is represented in Gabon by 40 genera and 87
species, of which approximately 63 are considered indigenous.

148 pages | 1 plate with colour photos; 56 b/w line drawings | Joseph
Margraf Verlag

Paperback #254177 2021 9783823617884 £74.99

Le Glossaire Illustré pour la Botanique de Terrain [The Illustrated Plant Glossary: A
Visual Dictionary for Field Botany]
Stefan Eggenberg(Author), Yann Fragnière(Author), Jacques Sciboz(Author), Gregor
Kozlowski(Author)
If you want to learn about wild plants and understand plant descriptions or identification keys,
you cannot avoid knowing the language of field botany. This richly illustrated work helps you to
learn this language in a simple, visual way and at the...

176 pages | 44 plates with colour illustrations; 1000+ b/w line drawings |
Verlag Paul Haupt

Flexibound #254182 2021 9783258081762 £44.99

Problem Plants of Ohio
Megan E Griffiths(Author), Melissa A Davis(Author), David Ward(Author)
A guide to identification and control of invasive plants.Problem Plants of Ohio is an informative
guide, providing information on the identification and control of nonnative plant species
formally listed as invasive or prohibited noxious weeds in...

384 pages | 900 colour photos, distribution maps | Kent State University
Press

Hardback #254199 2020 9781606354025 £64.95

A Taxonomic Revision of the Genus Brachystelma R. Br. in India
K Prasad(Author), P Venu(Author)
The members of the plant genus Brachystelma R. Br. exhibit narrow distribution ranges and
many species found in India are narrow/point endemics. The group for the Indian subcontinent
was first published with scant descriptions in the Hooker’s...

116 pages | 37 plates with colour photos; 20 b/w illustrations, 9 b/w maps
| Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Paperback #254208 2020 9788194614777 £79.99

Flora of Gorumara National Park
Vinay Ranjan(Author), Anant Kumar(Author)
Gorumara National Park (GNP) is one of the oldest forest reserves in India and was declared a
National Park in 1994. It is located in the Dooars region of the Jalpaiguri district of West
Bengal, having an area of ca 79 sq. km. The park has an...

127 pages | 45 plates with colour photos | Botanical Survey of India

Paperback #254209 2020 9788194522966 £34.99

Picture Indents of Ferns (Field Edition) [Japanese]
Reishin Ikehata(Author)
This book showcases a collection of common ferns that beginners usually encounter in the
mountains in Japan, mainly in Okayama prefecture. Using colour photographs, the author
introduces the characteristics and habitat of each fern, the origin of the...

151 pages | colour photos | Tonboshuppan

Paperback #254254 2016 9784887161894 £34.99

Identification Guide to Japanese Ferns [Japanese]
Okegawa Shū(Author), Daisaku Kōichi(Photographer)
This book covers approximately species of Japanese ferns, which are said to be difficult to
identify, are carefully explained using field specimens. By using cut out photos placed on a
white background, the overall shapes and notches peculiar to...

208 pages | colour photos | Yama-Kei Publishers Co. Ltd.

Paperback #254255 2020 9784635063548 £54.99

The Standard of Ferns and Lycophytes in Japan, Volume 1 [Japanese]
Ebihara Jun(Author)
This pictorial book gives an overview of Japanese ferns classified according to molecular
phylogenetic methods. The identification keys are enriched with photographs and illustrations
of individual characteristics, so that even beginners can easily...

475 pages | colour illustrations, distribution maps | Gakken Publishers

Paperback #254256 2016 9784054053564 £218.00

The Standard of Ferns and Lycophytes in Japan, Volume 2 [Japanese]
Ebihara Jun(Author)
This pictorial book gives an overview of Japanese ferns classified according to molecular
phylogenetic methods. The identification keys are enriched with photographs and illustrations
of individual characteristics, so that even beginners can easily...

507 pages | colour illustrations, distribution maps | Gakken Publishers

Paperback #254257 2017 9784054053571 £218.00

Economically Important Plants of District Rajouri, J & K, Western Himalaya, Volume 1
Shreekar Pant(Author), Zishan Ahmad Wani(Author), Adil Farooq(Author), Virbala
Sharma(Author)
The present book provides information on various aspects of economically important plants,
like taxonomic characteristics, part or partsd used, ethnomedicinal uses, phytochemicals and
pharmacological activities. This pictorial book will provide...

258 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations, colour maps | Indu Book
Services

Paperback #254283 2021 9789386754752 £74.99

Rothmaler Flora van Nederland: Afbeeldingen van Vaatplanten [Rothmaler Flora of the
Netherlands: Images of Vascular Plants]
Werner Rothmaler(Author), Steef Steeneken(Editor)
The Rothmaler flora has been a phenomenon for decades, and not just in Germany. Dutch
ecologists, botanists, and systematists frequently use his detailed reference works. This unique
plant guide fits seamlessly with existing Dutch floras. It contains...

528 pages | b/w line drawings | KNNV Uitgeverij

Flexibound #254284 2020 9789050117661 £29.99

Rosa
The Story of the Rose
Peter E Kukielski(Author), Charles Phillips(Contributor), Judith B Tankard(Foreword By)
Few flowers have quite the same allure or as significant a place in history as the rose. A symbol
of love, power, royalty, beauty, and joy, the rose has played many roles, both literal and
symbolic, in poetry, art, literature, music, fashion,...

256 pages | 143 colour illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #254294 2021 9780300251111 £21.99

Vegetation of Fraser Island / K'gari
Grahame B Applegate(Author)
Explore the vegetation communities of Fraser Island / K'gari in Australia with the aid of this self-
guided driving and walking tour to 10 distinctive natural ecosystems on the largest sand island
in the world. These vegetation communities contain...

194 pages | Grahame Applegate (privately published)

Paperback #254301 2020 9780648877400 £12.99
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Mammals

Barn Club
A Tale of Forgotten Elm Trees, Traditional Craft and Community Spirit
Robert Somerville(Author)
Barn Club calls on us to discover our landscapes more intimately and to explore the joys of
making beautiful things by hand, together.When renowned craftsman Robert Somerville
moved to Hertfordshire, in southern England, he discovered an unexpected...

272 pages | 16 pages with colour photos; b/w illustrations | Chelsea
Green

Hardback #254317 2021 9781603589666 £19.99

Chaparral Shrubs
A Field Guide to the Common Chaparral Shrubs of Southern California
Steve William Chadde(Author)
Chaparral Shrubs is a field guide to 132 shrub and subshrub species found in the chaparral of
southern California. Each species is described and illustrated with colour photographs, and a
simple key to all species, based on vegetative features, is...

338 pages | colour photos, distribution maps | Orchard Innovations

Paperback #254319 2020 9781951682514 £30.99

Birds of the Sundarban Biosphere Reserve
Kailash Chandra(Author), Amitava Majumder(Author), Gopinathan Maheswaran(Author)
This is the first complete field guide to the birds of the Sundarban Biosphere Reserve with
clear species along with their distribution and locality record, covering a total of 428 species.

239 pages | colour photos, 1 colour map | Zoological Survey of India

Paperback #254322 2020 9788181715524 £24.99

Nova Flora Neerlandica, Volume 1: Lycopodiopsida & Polypodiopsida: Wolfsklauwen,
Biesvarens, Paardestaarten en Varens [Clubmosses, Quillworts, Horsetails and Ferns]
Rense Haveman(Editor), RHMJ Lemmens(Editor), ELAN Simons(Editor), I de Ronde(Editor),
Joop HJ Schaminée(Editor), Rense Haverman(Foreword By)
There are few countries with such well-researched flora as the Netherlands. And yet, there has
been no up-to-date reference work thoroughly discussing all native plant species up till now.
The Nova Flora Neerlandica is a new series that will...

276 pages | plates with colour illustrations; colour photos | KNNV
Uitgeverij

Hardback #254327 Aug-2021 9789050118026 £38.99

Zakgids Stoepplanten: 104 Stoepplanten Herkennen – Determinatiesleutel en
Soortbeschrijvingen [Pocket Guide to Sidewalk Plants: Recognizing 104 Sidewalk
Plants – Identification Keys and Species Descriptions]
Werkgroep Stadsplanten Breda(Author), Nina van den Ban(Author), Hortus Botanicus
Leiden(Author), Paul JA Keßler(Foreword By)
Most people do not notice the plants in their own neighbourhood, growing out of their
sidewalks. This field guide describes 104 common species in the Netherlands, ordered by
colour. An identification key, photos and descriptions help readers to...

264 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #254337 2021 9789050118040 £15.99

Hyacintorchis: Een Nieuwe Orchidee aan de Noordzee [Hyacintorchis: A New Orchid
Species at the North Sea]
Esmée Winkel(Author), Rogier van Vugt(Foreword By)
Hyacintorchis tells the story of the discovery of a new orchid species near the North Sea and
provides a glimpse into the life of a botanical illustrator. In March 2020 a plant species new to
the Netherlands was discovered in the town of Noordwijk:...

64 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #254339 2021 9789050118071 £15.99

Flore et Végétation de l’Île d’El Hierro, Canaries [Flora and Vegetation of El Hierro,
Canary Islands]
David Aeschimann(Author)
With an area of 269 km2, El Hierro is the smallest of the seven islands of the Canary
archipelago. Its vegetation, however, is varied, because the island rises to 1500 meters and the
climates differ greatly depending on the slopes. In January 2000,...

256 pages | colour photos | Editions Rossolis

Paperback #254343 2021 9782940585489 £39.99

Unravelling the Secret Lives of Plant Root Systems
John Pate(Author), Tina Bell(Author), Bill Verboom(Author)
Roots are truly amazing structures. They show great flexibility when exploring and exploiting
soil substrates of uneven penetrability and availability of water and nutrients, yet also possess
highly ordered architectures and anatomical features which...

274 pages | illustrations | UWA Publishing

Paperback #254347 2020 9781760800208 £64.99

Peonies
Claire Austin(Author)
It has taken nearly 40 years to gather all the information for this book. An illustrated guide to
one of the most glamorous, long-lived and easy-to-grow garden plants, this personal selection
of more than 350 exquisite peonies – herbaceous,...

176 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | White Hopton Publications

Hardback #254359 2021 9780993164736 £37.50

An Illustrated Catalogue of Tasmanian Mosses, Part 3
Rod D Seppelt(Author), S Jean Jarman(Author), Lyn H Cave(Author)
An Illustrated Catalogue of Tasmanian Mosses, Part 3 continues on from the first two parts with
a further 75 drawings of Tasmanian moss species.

75 pages | 75 plates with b/w line drawings | Tasmanian Museum & Art
Gallery

Spiralbound #254400 2021 9781921599927 £59.99

Tasmania’s Natural Flora
Christine Howells(Editor)
This book covers over 700 species of Tasmanian flora, mostly flowering plants, but it also
includes all the conifers, and a few lilies. Not included are grasses, ferns, mosses and their
allied groups, nor any orchids. Each species is described in...

434 pages | colour photos, maps | Australian Plants Society Victoria

Paperback #254402 2021 9780909830090 £89.99

The Ecology of the Trees, Shrubs, and Woody Vines of Northern Florida
Robert W Simons(Author)
This book is an invaluable compilation of ecological information on 244 species of trees,
shrubs, and woody vines found in the northern half of the Florida peninsula and in the Florida
Panhandle. It covers the full range of native species in the...

432 pages | University Press of Florida

Hardback #254409 Aug-2021 9780813066929 £81.95
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

Canine Olfaction Science and Law
Advances in Forensic Science, Medicine, Conservation, and Environmental Remediation
Tadeusz Jezierski(Editor), John Ensminger(Editor), LE Papet(Editor)
The value of the canine nose is well-documented, and working dogs are being utilized for their
olfactory skills in an increasing number of fields. Not only are dogs used by police, security,
and the military, but they are also now used in forensic...

482 pages | 69 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations, 32
tables | Apple Academic Press

Paperback #254472 2021 9780367778118 £69.99
Hardback #231530 2016 9781482260236 £120.00

The Art of Patience
Seeking the Snow Leopard in Tibet
Sylvain Tesson(Author), Frank Wynne(Translated by)
The Art of Patience sees the renowned French adventurer and writer set off for the high
plateaux of remotest Tibet in search of the elusive snow leopard. There, in the company of
leading wildlife photographer Vincent Munier and two companions, at...

176 pages | Oneworld Publications

Hardback #254192 2021 9781786079992 £14.99

The Rhino Crash
A Memoir of Conservation, Unlikely Friendships and Self-Discovery
Nick Newman(Author), Karin Mitchell(Author)
Catapulted into the grim world of rhino poaching, Nick Newman trades life in London for a
humble, yet adventurous existence in South Africa. Tasked to monitor and protect critically
endangered black rhinos, Nick soon cultivates an understanding of...

350 pages | Ukweli Press

Paperback #254321 2020 9781990959134 £12.59

Elephant Trails
A History of Animals and Cultures
Nigel Rothfels(Author)
Why have elephants – and our preconceptions about them – been central to so much of
human thought?From prehistoric cave drawings in Europe and ancient rock art in Africa and
India to burning pyres of confiscated tusks, our thoughts about...

256 pages | 45 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #254388 Nov-2021 9781421442594 £29.50

Restoring the Balance
What Wolves Tell Us about Our Relationship with Nature
John A Vucetich(Author)
Wolves on a wilderness island illuminate lessons on the environment, extinction, and life.For
more than a quarter-century, celebrated biologist John Vucetich has studied the wolves and the
moose that sustain them, of the boreal forest of Isle Royale...

416 pages | 5 b/w photos, 26 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins University
Press

Hardback #254389 Oct-2021 9781421441559 £36.99

Bears of the North
A Year Inside Their Worlds
Wayne Lynch(Author)
In Bears of the North, renowned wildlife photographer, naturalist, and bestselling author Wayne
Lynch offers us a work of scintillating science and stunning beauty. Following polar bears,
brown bears, and American and Asiatic black bears through the...

352 pages | 167 colour photos, 12 colour illustrations | Johns Hopkins
University Press

Hardback #254394 Oct-2021 9781421439419 £25.99

The Crash of Rhinos
Preventing the Extinction of an Iconic Species
Ray Dearlove(Author), Dame Jane Goodall(Foreword By), George Gregan(Foreword By)
The Crash of Rhinos is a play on words. A 'crash' is the collective noun for rhinos, but it also
describes the carnage wrought by poachers in Africa who have slaughtered more than 10,000
rhinos – three a day – in the past decade...

364 pages | Ray Dearlove (privately published)

Paperback #254416 2020 9780648757801 £21.99

Snakes of Tropical North Queensland
Patrick Couper(Author), Andrew Amey(Author)
This pocket companion is invaluable for identification and education on the most common
snakes found in Tropical North Queensland, from Mackay to Cape York. The diverse
landscape makes for a diverse fauna which is particularly true of snakes and they...

92 pages | colour photos | Queensland Museum

Paperback #254408 2020 9780648800521 £29.99

Biology of Damselfishes
Bruno Frédérich(Editor), Eric Parmentier(Editor)
Damselfishes (Pomacentridae) are a well-known coral reef family showing high diversity and
many interesting characteristics in dealing with their way of life (sound production, sex change,
farming and gregarious behaviour, settlement, diet). Biology...

322 pages | 19 colour & 48 b/w photos and illustrations, tables | CRC
Press

Paperback #254437 2021 9780367782887 £42.99
Hardback #216620 2016 9781482212099 £110.00

Marine Macrophytes as Foundation Species
Emil Ólafsson(Editor)
Marine macrophytes (macroalgae, seagrasses, and mangroves) comprise thousands of
species distributed in shallow water areas along the world's coastlines. They play a key role in
marine ecosystems regarding biodiversity and energy flow. A large...

277 pages | 20 colour photos and colour illustrations, 20 b/w illustrations,
tables | Productivity Press

Paperback #254447 2021 9780367782801 £42.99
Hardback #223642 2017 9781498723244 £120.00

Biology of Parrotfishes
Andrew Scott Hoey(Editor), Roberta Martini Bonaldo(Editor), Jack Randall(Foreword By)
Parrotfishes (subfamily Scarinae, family Labridae), named for their brightly colored bodies and
beaklike jaw, are a unique group of marine fishes that have captured the attention of
researchers, conservationists and the general public worldwide. The...

420 pages | 23 colour photos and colour illustrations, 67 b/w photos and
b/w illustrations, tables | Apple Academic Press

Paperback #254436 2021 9780367781408 £42.99
Hardback #223657 2018 9781482224016 £170.00
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Biology, Ecology and Culture of Grey Mullets (Mugilidae)
Donatella Crosetti(Editor), Stephen JM Blaber(Editor)
Mullets (grey mullets) are a family (Mugilidae) and order of ray-finned fish found in temperate
and tropical waters worldwide. There are approximately 80 species of mullet; these fish have
been considered an important food source in Mediterranean...

529 pages | 24 colour & 139 b/w photos and illustrations, tables | Apple
Academic Press

Paperback #254433 2021 9780367783228 £42.99
Hardback #223658 2016 9781482252125 £170.00

Atlante di Flora & Fauna del Mediterraneo [Atlas of Flora & Fauna of the Mediterranean]
Guida alla Biodiversità degli Ambienti Marini
Egidio Trainito(Author), Rossella Baldacconi(Author)
This field guide contains an extraordinary body of photographs of the wonders of the
Mediterranean: over 2200 colour photographs documenting over 1300 species in the natural
environment. Simple texts explain all the variety of organisms present and...

448 pages | 2200+ colour photos | Edizioni il Castello

Paperback #254390 2021 9788827602348 £64.99

An Introduction to Fish Migration
Pedro Morais(Editor), Françoise Daverat(Editor)
Since the publication of The Migrations of Fish by Prof. Alexander Meek in 1916, a number of
books have been published on this subject. However, most of these books only cover one type
of migratory mechanisms. An Introduction to Fish Migration aims...

315 pages | 13 colour & 23 b/w illustrations | Productivity Press

Paperback #254470 2021 9780367783068 £42.99
Hardback #225670 2016 9781498718738 £120.00

Biology and Ecology of Anguillid Eels
Takaomi Arai(Editor)
Anguillid eels have fascinated biologists for centuries due to their spectacular long-distance
migrations between freshwater habitats and their spawning areas far out in the ocean. Biology
and Ecology of Anguillid Eels provides a long overdue update...

332 pages | 16 colour & 58 b/w photos and illustrations, tables | Apple
Academic Press

Paperback #254442 2021 9780367783167 £42.99
Hardback #225954 2016 9781482255157 £160.00

Biology and Ecology of Pike
Christian Skov(Editor), P Anders Nilsson(Editor)
Biology and Ecology of Pike sets out to bridge the order scales among pike researchers,
populations, communities, management, and fisheries. It emphasizes the progress of pike
research during the last two decades, during which the order-bridging...

401 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, tables | Apple
Academic Press

Paperback #254438 2021 9780367781569 £42.99
Hardback #235057 2018 9781482262902 £170.00

The Biology of Sole
José A Muñoz-Cueto(Editor), Evaristo L Mañanós Sánchez(Editor), F Javier Sánchez
Vázquez(Editor)
This book reviews up-to-date knowledge on the biology of sole (Solea senegalensis and S.
solea). These flatfish species are increasingly important in Europe both from the ecological and
production point of view. This book is divided into two...

396 pages | 8 colour & 62 b/w photos and illustrations, tables |
Productivity Press

Paperback #254435 2021 9780367779832 £42.99
Hardback #235789 2019 9781498727839 £180.00

Sharks in the Shallows
Attacks on the Carolina Coast
W Clay Creswell(Author), Marie Levine(Foreword By)
Powerful and mysterious, sharks inspire both fascination and fear. Worldwide, oceans are
home to some five-hundred species, and of those, fifty-six are known to reside in or pass
through the waters off the coast of both North and South Carolina. At...

184 pages | 16 b/w illustrations | University of South Carolina Press

Paperback #254226 2021 9781643361802 £15.95

Identification Guide to the Mesopelagic Fishes of the Central and South East Atlantic
Ocean
PA Hulley(Author), TT Sutton(Author)
This identification guide includes 552 species of mesopelagic fishes (i.e. fishes residing
primarily between 200-1000 m depth during daytime) that are known to occur in the central
and southeast Atlantic Ocean. Fully illustrated dichotomous keys to...

343 pages | illustrations, distribution maps | Food and Agriculture
Organisation

Paperback #254276 2020 9789251330944 £75.95

Taxonomy and Diversity of Zooplankton in Lower Arunachal Pradesh in the Eastern
Himalayas of India
Bikramjit Sinha(Author)
This book presents systematic lists of zooplankton recovered from waters in lower Arunachal
Pradesh in the Eastern Himalayas of India.

60 pages | 5 plates with colour photos | Zoological Survey of India

Paperback #254277 2020 9788181715579 £16.99

Faunal Diversity of Bhoj Wetland, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India (a Ramsar site)
Deepa Jaiswal(Author), Kailash Chandra(Author), Sandeep Kushwaha(Author), Devanshu
Gupta(Author)
This volume in the Wetland Ecosystem series gives an overview of the vertebrate and
invertebrate fauna of Bhoj wetland, which is situated in Bhopal, in the Indian state of Madhya
Pradesh.

284 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Zoological Survey of India

Paperback #254280 2020 9788181715449 £79.99

Paleobiology of the Polycystine Radiolaria
David Lazarus(Author), Noritoshi Suzuki(Author), Yoshiyuki Ishitani(Author), Kozo
Takahashi(Author)
Polycystine radiolaria are exclusively marine protists and are found in all ocean waters, from
polar regions to the tropics, and at all water depths. There are approximately 600 distinct
described living species and several thousand fossil species of...

504 pages | illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #254323 2021 9780470671443 £120.00

Toxic
The Rotting Underbelly of the Tasmanian Salmon Industry
Richard Flanagan(Author)
Is Tasmanian salmon one big lie? In a triumph of marketing, the Tasmanian salmon industry
has for decades succeeded in presenting itself as the world's best practice and its product as
healthy and clean, grown in environmentally pristine...

240 pages | Penguin Books Australia

Paperback #254407 2021 9781761044373 £25.99
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Evolutionary Biology

The Hudson
An Illustrated Guide to the Living River
Stephen P Stanne(Author), Roger G Panetta(Author), Brian E Forist(Author), Maija Liisa
Niemistö(Author)
Since 1996, The Hudson: An Illustrated Guide to the Living River has been an essential
resource for understanding the full sweep of the great river's natural history and human
heritage. This updated third edition includes the latest information...

280 pages | 85 colour & 269 b/w illustrations | Rutgers University Press

Paperback #254411 2020 9781978814059 £23.95
Hardback #254410 2020 9781978814066 £47.50

Herring and People of the North Pacific
Sustaining a Keystone Species
Thomas F Thornton(Author), Madonna L Moss(Author)
Herring are vital to the productivity and health of marine systems, and socio-ecologically Pacific
herring (Clupea pallasii) is one of the most important fish species in the Northern Hemisphere.
Human dependence on herring has evolved for millennia...

276 pages | 18 b/w illustrations, 2 b/w maps, 6 tables | University of
Washington Press

Paperback #254414 2021 9780295748290 £22.99
Hardback #254415 2021 9780295748283 £75.99

How to Argue With a Racist
History, Science, Race and Reality
Adam Rutherford(Author)
Race is real because we perceive it. Racism is real because we enact it. But the appeal to
science to strengthen racist ideologies is on the rise – and increasingly part of the public
discourse on politics, migration, education, sport and...

224 pages | Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Paperback #254460 2021 9781474611251 £8.99
Hardback #249764 2020 9781474611244 £12.99

The Genesis Quest
The Geniuses and Eccentrics on a Journey to Uncover the Origin of Life on Earth
Michael Marshall(Author)
How did life begin? Why are we here? These are some of the most profound questions we can
ask.For almost a century, a small band of eccentric scientists has struggled to answer these
questions and explain one of the greatest mysteries of all: how and...

360 pages | no illustrations | Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Paperback #253390 Aug-2021 9781474611435 £10.99
Hardback #250868 2020 9780226715230 £20.99

Survival of the Friendliest
Understanding Our Origins and Rediscovering Our Common Humanity
Brian Hare(Author), Vanessa Woods(Author)
From the authors of New York Times bestseller The Genius of Dogs comes a new popular
science book about how 'friendliness' is in fact the key factor in the survival of our species. In
exploring this hugely ambitious topic, Hare and Woods...

304 pages | Oneworld Publications

Paperback #254330 2020 9780861541294 £10.99
Hardback #251286 2020 9781786078834 £16.99

The Process of Animal Domestication
Marcelo R Sánchez-Villagra(Author)
Across the globe and at different times in the past millennia, the evolutionary history of
domesticated animals has been greatly affected by the myriad, complex, and diverse
interactions humans have had with the animals closest to them. The Process...

296 pages | 16 colour & 102 b/w illustrations, 9 tables | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #253484 Jan-2022 9780691217673 £34.99
Hardback #253485 Jan-2022 9780691217666 £84.99

Dental Cementum in Anthropology
Stephan Naji(Editor), William Rendu(Editor), Lionel Gourichon(Editor)
Tooth enamel and dentin are the most studied hard tissues used to explore hominin evolution,
life history, diet, health, and culture. Surprisingly, cementum (the interface between the alveolar
bone and the root dentin) remains the least studied...

500 pages | illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #254215 Dec-2021 9781108477086 £110.00

Darwin's Argument by Analogy
From Artificial to Natural Selection
Roger M White(Author), MJS Hodge(Author), Gregory Radick(Author)
In On the Origin of Species (1859), Charles Darwin put forward his theory of natural selection.
Conventionally, Darwin's argument for this theory has been understood as based on an
analogy with artificial selection. But there has been no...

260 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #254240 Jul-2021 9781108477284 £74.99

Male Choice, Female Competition, and Female Ornaments in Sexual Selection
Ingo Schlupp(Author)
When Charles Darwin first proposed sexual selection theory, he suggested two mechanisms:
competition among males and choice by females. Although their importance is long-
established and extremely well understood, their mirror images have remained...

176 pages | 35 colour illustrations | Oxford University Press

Hardback #254244 2021 9780198818946 £49.99

The Pleistocene Social Contract
Culture and Cooperation in Human Evolution
Kim Sterelny(Author)
Kim Sterelny here builds on his original account of the evolutionary development and
interaction of human culture and cooperation, which he first presented in The Evolved
Apprentice (2012). Sterelny sees human evolution not as hinging on a single key...

200 pages | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #254245 Sep-2021 9780197531389 £47.99

Phenotypic Plasticity & Evolution
Causes, Consequences, Controversies
David W Pfennig(Editor), Mary Jane West-Eberhard(Foreword By)
Phenotypic plasticity – the ability of an individual organism to alter its features in direct
response to a change in its environment – is ubiquitous. Understanding how and why this
phenomenon exists is crucial because it unites all...

436 pages | 34 colour & 29 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #254273 2021 9780367357047 £170.00
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Ecology

Earth System Sciences

Darwin's Wager
Cannibal Genes, the Human Ape, and Evolution's Final Battle
James B Miles(Author)
When the father of gene-centred evolutionary biology, George C. Williams (1926-2010), asked
the world's largest university press to publish a popular-level exposé of Darwin's wager, he was
told the idea was far too radical to put in...

432 pages | Matador

Paperback #254326 2021 9781800461666 £10.99

Observing Evolution
Peppered Moths and the Discovery of Parallel Melanism
Bruce S Grant(Author)
A first-hand account of how a modest moth demonstrated Darwin's theory of natural
selection.The extraordinary tale of the humble peppered moth is at the very foundation of our
acceptance of Darwinian evolution. When scientists in the early...

320 pages | 22 b/w photos, 7 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins University
Press

Hardback #254391 Aug-2021 9781421441658 £39.50

First Steps
How Walking Upright Made Us Human
Jeremy DeSilva(Author)
Humans are the only mammals to walk on two, rather than four, legs. From an evolutionary
perspective, this is an illogical development, as it slows us down. But here we are, suggesting
there must have been something tremendous to gain from...

352 pages | William Collins (HarperCollins imprint)

Hardback #254464 2021 9780008342838 £19.99

The Evolutionary Ecology of Plants
Jane H Bock(Editor), Yan B Linhart(Editor)
Reprint of a 1989 book.This book presents a broad view of contemporary research in
evolutionary plant ecology. It illustrates the broad spectrum of life-history stages which affect
plant reproductive success in some fashion.

600 pages | illustrations, maps, tables | CRC Press

Paperback #254198 2020 9780367307431 £36.99
Hardback #248050 2019 9780367291976 £120.00

Invading Ecological Networks
Cang Hui(Author), David M Richardson(Author)
Until now, biological invasions have been conceptualised and studied mainly as a linear
process: from introduction to establishment to spread. This volume charts a new course for the
field, drawing on key developments in network ecology and...

400 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #253455 Dec-2021 9781108745963 £34.99
Hardback #253456 Dec-2021 9781108478618 £89.99

A Framework for Community Ecology
Species Pools, Filters, and Traits
Paul A Keddy(Author), Daniel C Laughlin(Author)
This book addresses an important problem in ecology: how are communities assembled from
species pools? This pressing question underlies a broad array of practical problems in ecology
and environmental science, including restoration of damaged...

250 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254089 Dec-2021 9781009068314 £34.99
Hardback #254088 Dec-2021 9781316512609 £79.99

Zooplankton Ecology
Maria Alexandra Teodósio(Author), Ana Maria Branco Barbosa(Author)
This book aims at providing students and researchers an advanced integrative overview on
zooplankton ecology, covering marine and freshwater organisms, from microscopic
phagotrophic protists, to macro-jellyfishes and active fish larvae. The first...

292 pages | 32 colour & 29 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #254197 2020 9781138496453 £170.00

The Philosophy of Ecology
An Introduction
James Justus(Author)
Ecology is indispensable to understanding the biological world and addressing the
environmental problems humanity faces. Its philosophy has never been more important. In The
Philosophy of Ecology, James Justus introduces readers to the...

240 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254243 2021 9781107698154 £22.99
Hardback #254242 2021 9781107040045 £74.99

Fieldwork Ready
An Introductory Guide to Field Research for Agriculture, Environment, and Soil Scientists
Sara E Vero(Author)
Good field research is the driving force behind advancement in the agronomic, environmental,
and soil sciences. Nevertheless, many undergraduate and graduate scientists have limited
opportunity to develop hands-on experience before undertaking...

272 pages | illustrations | American Society of Agronomy

Paperback #254269 2021 9780891183754 £41.99

Landscape Evolution
Landforms, Ecosystems, and Soils
Jonathan Phillips(Author)
Landscape Evolution: Landforms, Ecosystems, and Soils asks us to think holistically, to look
for the interactions between the Earth's component surface systems, to consider how universal
laws and historical and geographical contingency work...

356 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #254272 2021 9780128217252 £115.00

Ecology of Fire-Dependent Ecosystems
Wildland Fire Science, Policy, and Management
Devan Allen McGranahan(Author), Carissa L Wonkka(Author)
Ecology of Fire-Dependent Ecosystems: Wildland Fire Science, Policy, and Management is
intended for use in upper-level courses in fire ecology and wildland fire management and as a
reference for researchers, managers, and other professionals involved...

266 pages | 34 colour & 140 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #254286 2020 9781138597150 £74.99
Hardback #254285 2020 9781138597174 £190.00
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Environmental & Social Studies

The Global Cryosphere
Past, Present and Future
Roger G Barry(Author), Thian Yew Gan(Author)
Recent studies indicate that – due to climate change – the Earth is undergoing rapid changes
in all cryospheric components, including polar sea ice shrinkage, mountain glacier recession,
thawing permafrost, and diminishing snow cover. The...

500 pages | b/w illustrations, tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254342 Oct-2021 9781108720588 £44.99
Hardback #254341 Oct-2021 9781108487559 £99.99

Introduction to Modern Climate Change
Andrew E Dessler(Author)
The third edition of this introductory textbook for both science students and non-science majors
has been brought completely up-to-date. It reflects the most recent findings from the latest
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports, as...

300 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, tables | Cambridge University
Press

Paperback #253072 Dec-2021 9781108793872 £34.99
Hardback #253071 Dec-2021 9781108840187 £84.99

Islands of Abandonment
Life in the Post-Human Landscape
Cal Flyn(Author)
This is a book about abandoned places: ghost towns and exclusion zones, no man's lands and
fortress islands – and what happens when nature is allowed to reclaim its place.In Chernobyl,
following the nuclear disaster, only a handful of...

392 pages | 16 plates with colour & b/w photos | William Collins
(HarperCollins imprint)

Paperback #253574 Jan-2022 9780008329808 £9.99
Hardback #253573 2021 9780008329761 £16.99

Essex Rock
Geology Beneath the Landscape
Ian Mercer(Author), Ros Mercer(Author)
All landscapes are built on rock: from hard stone for building with, to the softest clay or sand.
Each piece of rock is a storehouse of prehistorical information; even a simple pebble from the
garden has its own complex tale to tell. Geology is the...

300 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Pelagic Publishing

Paperback #253858 Jan-2022 9781784272791 £19.99

Rocks and Rock Formations
A Key to Identification
Jürg Meyer(Author), Mark Epstein(Translated by)
Many of us are fascinated by rocks – but identifying them can seem daunting. It's often tricky
even for geologists, who rely on experience, intuition, and in-depth familiarity with rock-forming
components. Rocks and Rock Formations allows...

192 pages | 534 colour photos and colour illustrations | Princeton
University Press

Flexibound #254153 2021 9780691199528 £14.99

New Tables of Gemstone Identification
Roger Dedeyne(Author), Gérald Gay(Author), Agnès Mainguy(Author)
This book contains the most up-to-date tables for the identification of gemstones. A must for
every gemmologist. See the table of contents for further details

448 pages | Editions 4G

Hardback #254217 2021 9782957856503 £115.00

Himalayan Weather and Climate and their Impact on the Environment
AP Dimri(Editor), B Bookhagen(Editor), Markus Stoffel(Editor), T Yasunari(Editor)
This book proposes a unique and comprehensive integrated synthesis of the current
understanding of the science of Himalayan dynamics and its manifestations on physical
systems and ecosystems at different spatial and temporal scales. In particular,...

577 pages | 185 colour & 25 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254291 2020 9783030296865 £99.99
Hardback #254290 2019 9783030296834 £129.99

The Empty Sea
The Future of the Blue Economy
Ilaria Perissi(Author), Ugo Bardi(Author)
The "Blue Economy" is used to describe all of the economic activities related to the sea, with a
special emphasis on sustainability. Traditional activities such as fisheries, but also undersea
mining, tourism, and scientific research are...

203 pages | 87 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254302 2021 9783030518974 £27.99

Coal: Nature and Culture
Ralph Crane(Author)
While concerns about climate change have focused negative attention on the coal industry in
recent years, as descendants of the industrial revolution we have all benefitted from the mining
of the black seam. Coal has influenced significantly the...

208 pages | 65 colour & 35 b/w illustrations | Reaktion Books

Paperback #254307 2021 9781789143669 £15.95

The Pebble Spotter's Guide
Clive Mitchell(Author)
Turn a day on the beach or a seaside holiday stroll into a treasure hunt with this lovely little
guide to identifying pebbles.Pebble spotting is one of life's simple joys. There's nothing quite
like searching the rocks on a beach until that...

112 pages | colour illustrations | National Trust

Hardback #254316 2021 9781911657309 £9.99

Pannotia to Pangaea
Neoproterozoic and Paleozoic Orogenic Cycles in the Circum-Atlantic Region
JB Murphy(Editor), RA Strachan(Editor), Cecilio Quesada(Editor)
This volume celebrates the career of R. Damian Nance. It features 27 articles, with more than
110 authors based in 18 different countries. These articles include contributions on the
processes responsible for the formation and breakup of...

664 pages | illustrations | Geological Society

Hardback #254354 2021 9781786204929 £210.00

Understanding Present and Past Arctic Environments
An Integrated Approach from Climate Change Perspectives
Neloy Khare(Editor)
Understanding Present and Past Arctic Environments: An Integrated Approach from Climate
Change Perspectives provides a fully comprehensive overview of the past, present and future
outlook for this incredibly diverse and important region. Through a...

486 pages | illustrations | Elsevier

Paperback #254357 Aug-2021 9780128228692 £123.00
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The Climate of the Arctic
Rajmund Przybylak(Author)
This book presents a comprehensive analysis of the current state of knowledge related to the
climate of the Arctic, using the latest meteorological data. All meteorological elements are
described in detail and an up-to-date review of the available...

287 pages | 10 tables | Springer Nature

Paperback #254312 2016 9783319330662 £84.99
Hardback #230524 2015 9783319216959 £109.99

Industrial-Strength Denial
Eight Stories of Corporations Defending the Indefensible, from the Slave Trade to Climate
Change
Barbara Freese(Author)
Corporations faced with proof that they are hurting people or the planet have a long history of
denying evidence, blaming victims, complaining of witch hunts, attacking their critics' motives,
and otherwise rationalizing their harmful activities....

352 pages | University of California Press

Paperback #254195 2021 9780520383081 £19.99
Hardback #251181 2020 9780520296282 £23.99

Insect Cuisine
Changing the Future of Food, Farming, and Nutrition
Robert Nathan Allen(Author), Justin Butner(Author)
Learn about the health and environmental benefits of eating insects, as well as the chefs,
farmers, and consumers who are spearheading a culinary revolution in insect
consumption.Insects are on the forefront of a food revolution in America. A...

256 pages | 25 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | North Atlantic Books

Paperback #252000 Dec-2021 9781623174033 £15.99

Rebalancing Our Climate
The Future Starts Today
Eelco J Rohling(Author)
We only have one planet, and its climate and ecosystem are essential to our survival.A
veritable tsunami of studies and assessment reports outlines a stark picture of humanity's
detrimental impacts on our planet's life and environmental...

176 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #253502 Jan-2022 9780197502556 £26.99

To Reach the Spring
From Complicity to Consciousness in the Age of Eco-Crisis
Nathaniel Popkin(Author)
An urgent and deeply felt call to face our complicity in the Earth's destruction. In the shadow of
an escalating eco-crisis – a looming catastrophe that will dwarf the fallout from COVID-19 –
how can we explain our society's...

148 pages | New Door Books

Paperback #254181 2020 9780999550168 £14.99

Mao's Bestiary
Medicinal Animals and Modern China
Liz PY Chee(Author)
Controversy over the medicinal uses of wild animals in China has erupted around the ethics
and efficacy of animal-based drugs, the devastating effect of animal farming on wildlife
conservation, and the propensity of these practices to foster zoonotic...

288 pages | 9 illustrations | Duke University Press

Paperback #254184 2021 9781478014041 £20.99
Hardback #254183 2021 9781478011903 £79.99

Tomorrow Is Too Late
An International Younth Manifesto for Climate Justice
Grace Maddrell(Editor)
In Tomorrow Is Too Late, Grace Maddrell collects testimonies of activism and hope from young
climate strikers, from Brazil and Burundi to Pakistan and Palestine. These youth activists are
experiencing the reality of the climate crisis, including...

220 pages | The Indigo Press

Paperback #254220 Sep-2021 9781911648321 £12.99

The Uncommon Knowledge of Elinor Ostrom
Essential Lessons for Collective Action
Erik Nordman(Author)
In the 1970s, the accepted environmental thinking was that overpopulation was destroying the
earth. Prominent economists and environmentalists agreed that the only way to stem the tide
was to impose restrictions on how we used resources, such as...

256 pages | 30 b/w photos | Island Press

Paperback #254224 Sep-2021 9781642831559 £25.99

Fire, Storm and Flood
The Violence of Climate Change
James Dyke(Author)
An unflinching photographic record of the epic effects of a violent climate, from the earliest
extinction events to the present.Violent geologic events have ravaged the Earth since time
began, spanning the vast aeons of our planet's existence....

320 pages | colour photos | Apollo (Head of Zeus imprint)

Hardback #254228 Aug-2021 9781800242494 £24.99

Fertilization and Irrigation
Theory and Best Practices
Guy Sela(Author)
The book covers the essentials of plant nutrition and irrigation management. Throughout the
book, the author shares his knowledge on the most important aspects of crop nutrition and
irrigation, including:- Plant nutrients, their roles in plants and...

260 pages | Cropaia

Paperback #254233 2021 £120.00

Another End of the World is Possible
Living the Collapse (and Not Merely Surviving It)
Pablo Servigne(Author), Raphaël Stevens(Author), Gauthier Chapelle(Author), Geoffrey
Samuel(Translated by)
The critical situation in which our planet finds itself is no longer in doubt. Some things are
already collapsing while others are beginning to do so, increasing the possibility of a global
catastrophe that would mean the end of the world as we know...

250 pages | Polity Press

Paperback #254288 2020 9781509544660 £14.99
Hardback #254287 2020 9781509544653 £54.99

This Civilisation is Finished
Conversations on the End of Empire – And What Lies Beyond
Rupert Read(Author), Samuel Alexander(Author)
Industrial civilisation has no future. It requires limitless economic growth on a finite planet. The
reckless combustion of fossil fuels means that Earth's climate is changing disastrously, in ways
that cannot be resolved by piecemeal reform or...

106 pages | Simplicity Institute

Paperback #254289 2019 9780994282835 £13.99
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History & Other Humanities

The Myth of Progress
Toward a Sustainable Future
Tom Wessels(Author)
In this compelling and cogently argued book, Tom Wessels demonstrates how our current path
toward progress, based on continual economic expansion and inefficient use of resources, runs
absolutely contrary to three foundational scientific laws that...

176 pages | Brandeis University Press

Hardback #254336 2013 9781611684162 £19.99

Unnatural Disasters
Why Most Responses to Risk and Climate Change Fail but Some Succeed
Gonzalo Lizarralde(Author)
Storms, floods, fires, tsunamis, earthquakes, tornadoes, and other disasters seem not only
more frequent but also closer to home. As the world faces this onslaught, we have placed our
faith in "sustainable development," which promises that...

328 pages | Columbia University Press

Hardback #254344 Sep-2021 9780231198103 £27.99

Pathologies of Climate Governance
International Relations, National Politics and Human Nature
Paul G Harris(Author)
Earth's climate is in crisis. Climate governance has failed. Pathologies of Climate Governance
diagnoses climate governance as if it were a sick patient, uncovering the fundamental factors
causing the worsening climate crisis. It distils decades...

300 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254373 2021 9781108437530 £26.99
Hardback #254372 2021 9781108423410 £59.99

Sand Stories
Surprising Truths about the Global Sand Crisis and the Quest for Sustainable Solutions
Kiran Pereira(Author), Denis Delestrac(Foreword By)
Sand is the hidden foundation of our society. In Sand Stories, Kiran Pereira maps out the big
picture of why it is the most consumed commodity on the planet after water. Sand Stories also
examines the impacts of our seemingly insatiable demand for...

352 pages | Rhetority Media

Paperback #254375 2020 9781838125202 £18.99
Hardback #254374 2020 9781838125226 £41.99

GM Crops and the Global Divide
Jennifer Thomson(Author)
Attitudes to GM crops continue to generate tension, even though they have been grown
commercially for over 20 years. Negative sentiment towards their development limits their
adoption in Western countries, despite there being no evidence of harm to...

200 pages | CABI Publishing

Paperback #254396 2020 9781789248401 £29.99

The Climate of History in a Planetary Age
Dipesh Chakrabarty(Author)
For the past decade, historian Dipesh Chakrabarty has been one of the most influential
scholars addressing the meaning of climate change. Climate change, he argues, upends long-
standing ideas of history, modernity, and globalization. The burden of...

296 pages | 2 b/w photos | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #254427 2021 9780226732862 £19.99
Hardback #254426 2021 9780226100500 £75.99

American Environmental History
Louis S Warren(Editor)
Explore how the peoples of America understood and changed their natural environments,
remaking their politics, culture, and societies.In this newly revised second edition of American
Environmental History, celebrated environmental historian and...

656 pages | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #254259 Aug-2021 9781444339390 £44.50

Why Trust Science?
Naomi Oreskes(Author), Stephen Macedo(Foreword By), Ottmar Edenhofer(Contributor),
Martin Kowarsch(Contributor), Jon Krosnick(Contributor), Marc Lange(Contributor), Susan
Lindee(Contributor)
Do doctors really know what they are talking about when they tell us vaccines are safe? Should
we take climate experts at their word when they warn us about the perils of global warming?
Why should we trust science when our own politicians don't?...

352 pages | 2 b/w illustrations, 1 table | Princeton University Press

Paperback #254166 2021 9780691212265 £15.99
Hardback #247703 2019 9780691179001 £19.99

The Boundless Sea
A Human History of the Oceans
David Abulafia(Author)
From the beginning of history to the present, a sweep of the world's oceans and seas and how
they have shaped the course of civilization.From the author of the acclaimed The Great Sea,
(named Book of the Year by The Economist), David...

1082 pages | 32 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations; b/w maps | Penguin Books

Paperback #254461 2020 9780241956274 £16.99

The Good Ancestor
How to Think Long Term in a Short-Term World
Roman Krznaric(Author)
How can we be good ancestors?From the first seeds sown thousands of years ago, to the
construction of the cities we still inhabit, to the scientific discoveries that have ensured our
survival, we are the inheritors of countless gifts from the past....

323 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | WH Allen

Paperback #254458 2021 9780753554517 £10.99
Hardback #250886 2020 9780753554494 £19.99

Between Light and Storm
How We Live With Other Species
Esther Woolfson(Author)
Beginning with the very origins of life on Earth, Woolfson considers pre-historic human-animal
interaction and traces the millennia-long evolution of conceptions of the soul and conscience in
relation to the animal kingdom, and the consequences of...

368 pages | Granta

Paperback #254161 Sep-2021 9781783782802 £9.99
Hardback #252647 2020 9781783782796 £19.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

A History of Biology
Michel Morange(Author), Teresa Lavender Fagan(Translated by), Joseph Muise(Translated
by)
This book presents a global history of the biological sciences from ancient times to today,
providing needed perspective on the development of biological thought while shedding light on
the field's upheavals and key breakthroughs through the...

448 pages | Princeton University Press

Hardback #254154 2021 9780691175409 £24.99

Local Places, Global Processes
Histories of Environmental Change in Britain and Beyond
Peter Coates(Editor), David Moon(Editor), Paul Warde(Editor)
We live in an age of unprecedented environmental change: global, interconnected and
universal. Yet though our lives are inextricably connected to global processes, and increasingly
mobile, we still live in particular places. Our perceptions of...

272 pages | Windgather Press

Paperback #254174 2016 9781909686939 £29.95

How to Love Animals
In a Human-Shaped World
Henry Mance(Author)
Henry Mance sets out on a personal quest to see if there is a fairer way to live alongside other
species. He goes to work in an abattoir and on a farm to investigate the reality of eating meat
and dairy. He explores our dilemmas around hunting wild...

400 pages | Jonathan Cape

Hardback #254191 2021 9781787332089 £19.99

The Lure of the Beach
A Global History
Robert C Ritchie(Author)
The crash of surf, smell of salted air, wet whorls of sand underfoot. These are the sensations of
the beach, that environment that has drawn humans to its life-sustaining shores for millennia.
And while the gull's cry and the cove's splendour...

344 pages | University of California Press

Hardback #254194 2021 9780520215955 £23.99

The Abyssinian Art of Louis Agassiz Fuertes in the Field Museum
Paul A Johnsgard(Author), Louis Agassiz Fuertes(Illustrator)
This book documents the paintings and drawings executed by Louis Agassiz Fuertes during
the Field Museum of Natural History's seven-month expedition to Ethiopia (Abyssinia) in 1926-
27. During that time Fuertes completed 70 field watercolours of...

142 pages | 32 colour illustrations | Zea Books

Paperback #254213 2020 9781609621650 £51.99

Climate, Catastrophe, and Faith
How Changes in Climate Drive Religious Upheaval
Philip Jenkins(Author)
One of the world's leading scholars of religious trends shows how climate change has driven
dramatic religious upheavals.Long before the current era of man-made climate change, the
world has suffered repeated, severe climate-driven shocks. These...

276 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #254218 Sep-2021 9780197506219 £22.99

Rivers of America
The Colorado
Frank Waters(Author), Jonathan Waterman(Foreword By)
From perpetually snow-capped peaks to stifling deserts below sea level, the Colorado cuts the
deepest and truest cross-section through the heart of the continent. It flows through time as
well as space. At the bottom of the Grand Canyon lies one of...

424 pages | Lyons Press

Paperback #254320 2021 9781493040148 £13.95

Camp Century
The Untold Story of America's Secret Arctic Military Base Under the Greenland Ice
Kristian Hvidtfeldt Nielsen(Author), Henry Nielsen(Author)
At the height of the Cold War, the United States Army secretly began work on a base
embedded deep in the Greenland ice cap: Camp Century. Officially defined as a scientific
research station, this facility had an undisclosed purpose: to aim up to 600...

352 pages | Columbia University Press

Paperback #254370 Aug-2021 9780231201773 £24.99
Hardback #254371 Aug-2021 9780231201766 £93.99

Exploring Animal Behaviour in Laboratory and Field
Heather Zimbler-DeLorenzo(Editor), Susan W Margulis(Editor)
Exploring Animal Behavior in Laboratory and Field, second edition provides a comprehensive
manual on animal behaviour lab activities. This new edition brings together basic research and
methods, presenting applications and problem-solving techniques....

516 pages | illustrations, tables | Academic Press

Paperback #254203 2021 9780128214107 £91.95

Human and Nonhuman Bone Identification
A Color Atlas
Diane L France(Author)
When a bone of unknown origin is found at a location, forensic implications arise immediately.
Is this bone human, and if so, is it evidence of a murder? Human and Non-Human Bone
Identification: A Color Atlas presents a comprehensive handbook of...

584 pages | 3000 colour illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #254431 2021 9780367777913 £105.00
Hardback #175379 2009 9781420062861 £300.00

Wildlife Forensic Investigation
Principles and Practice
John E Cooper(Editor), Margaret E Cooper(Editor)
Providing an in-depth introduction to the rapidly evolving field of wildlife forensics, Wildlife
Forensic Investigation: Principles and Practice first chronicles the history of wildlife
conservation and environmental protection with an emphasis on...

742 pages | 161 colour & b/w photos and b/w illustrations; tables | CRC
Press

Paperback #254468 2021 9780367778156 £69.99
Hardback #201932 2013 9781439813744 £120.00
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Ageless
The New Science of Getting Older Without Getting Old
Andrew Steele(Author)
Ageless is a guide to the science driving biology's biggest story: why we get old, and how we
can stop it.Ageing – not cancer, not heart disease – is the world's leading cause of death and
suffering. We accept as inevitable that...

272 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #254456 Jan-2022 9781526608284 £9.99
Hardback #250637 2020 9781526608260 £19.99

What Do You Think You Are?
The Science of What Makes You You
Brian Clegg(Author)
Popular science master Brian Clegg's new book is an entertaining tour through the science of
what makes you you. From the atomic level, through life and energy to genetics and
personality, it explores how the billions of particles which make up...

288 pages | Icon Books

Paperback #254186 2021 9781785786600 £9.99
Hardback #250650 2020 9781785786235 £12.99

The Life Scientific: Virus Hunters
Anna Buckley(Author), Jim Al-Khalili(Foreword By)
BBC Radio 4’s celebrated The Life Scientific has featured some of the world’s most renowned
experts in the field of deadly viruses. The interviews make sobering reading, a reminder of all
the deadly viruses that have threatened global...

148 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Paperback #252193 Jan-2022 9781474608084 £8.99
Hardback #252192 2021 9781474607469 £16.99

The Social Lives of Animals
How Co-Operation Conquered the Natural World
Ashley Ward(Author)
Swarms, herds, flocks, troops, schools, colonies, clans: animals like to stick together.
Sometimes their societies hold a mirror up to the human world. Did you know that rats will go
out of their way to help a cold, wet stranger? That ants farm...

400 pages | Profile Books

Hardback #253399 Jan-2022 9781788168847 £19.99

Why DNA?
From DNA Sequence to Biological Complexity
Andrew Travers(Author)
Information is central to the evolution of biological complexity, a physical system relying on a
continuous supply of energy. Biology provides superb examples of the consequent Darwinian
selection of mechanisms for efficient energy utilisation....

300 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254169 Aug-2021 9781107697522 £19.99
Hardback #254168 Aug-2021 9781107056398 £49.99

30-Second Biochemistry
The 50 Vital Processes in and around Living Organisms, Each Explained in Half a Minute
Stephen Contakes(Author)
30-Second Biochemistry takes 50 of the most significant ideas relating to the study of the
chemical processes connected to living organisms, simplifying each concept using just 300
words and one picture. By using chemical procedures to tackle...

160 pages | colour illustrations | The Ivy Press

Hardback #254179 Oct-2021 9780711263673 £16.99

Biotremology
Studying Vibrational Behavior
Peggy SM Hill(Editor), Reinhard Lakes-Harlan(Editor), Valerio Mazzoni(Editor), Peter M
Narins(Editor), Meta Virant-Doberlet(Editor), Andreas Wessel(Editor)
This volume is a self-contained companion piece to Studying Vibrational Communication,
published in 2014 within the same series. The field has expanded considerably since then and
has even acquired a name of its own: biotremology.In this context, the...

534 pages | 21 colour & 124 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254231 2020 9783030222956 £99.99
Hardback #254230 2019 9783030222925 £129.99

Honey Bee Medicine for the Veterinary Practitioner
Terry Ryan Kane(Editor), Cynthia M Faux(Editor)
Honey Bee Medicine for the Veterinary Practitioner offers an authoritative guide to honey bee
health and hive management. Designed for veterinarians and other professionals, the book
presents information useful for answering commonly asked questions...

400 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #254260 2021 9781119583370 £133.00

Zoo and Wild Animal Dentistry
Peter P Emily(Editor), Edward R Eisner(Editor)
Zoo and Wild Animal Dentistry is the first book to offer a comprehensive reference to oral
pathology and dental therapy in captive and wild exotic animals. Comprehensive in scope, the
book is authored by noted experts on the topic who cover dental...

368 pages | colour photos | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #254261 2021 9781119545811 £170.00

Basic Virology
Martinez J Hewlett(Author), David Camerini(Author), David C Bloom(Author)
Basic Virology, 4th edition cements this book's position as the leading introductory virology
textbook in the world. It's easily read style, outstanding figures, and comprehensive coverage of
fundamental topics in virology all account for its...

576 pages | colour illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #254266 2021 9781119314059 £98.50

A History of the Human Brain
From the Sea Sponge to CRISPR, How Our Brain Evolved
Bret Stetka(Author)
Just 125,000 years ago, humanity was on a path to extinction, until a dramatic shift occurred.
We used our mental abilities to navigate new terrain and changing climates. We hunted,
foraged, tracked tides, shucked oysters – anything we could do...

272 pages | colour illustrations | Timber Press

Hardback #254335 2021 9781604699883 £18.99

Gene Flow
Monitoring, Modelling and Mitigation
Wei Wei(Editor), C Neal Stewart, Jr.(Editor)
Gene flow is a natural process that occurs spontaneously and enables the evolution of life.
However, with the release of genetically modified organisms, concerns have focused on
introduced foreign transgenes and their dispersal in nature through gene...

168 pages | CABI Publishing

Hardback #254395 Nov-2021 9781789247480 £84.99
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Palaeontology

Mycology

Wild Rituals
10 Lessons Animals Can Teach Us About Connection, Community, and Ourselves
Caitlin O'Connell(Author)
Wild Rituals explores how embracing the rituals of the animal kingdom can make us more
connected to ourselves, nature, and others. Behavioral ecologist and world-renowned elephant
scientist Caitlin O'Connell dives into the rituals of elephants,...

248 pages | Chronicle Books

Hardback #254397 2021 9781452184852 £19.99

Bone Wars
The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie's Dinosaur
Tom Rea(Author), Matthew C Lamanna(Foreword By)
The 20th-anniversary edition features a foreword by Matthew C. Lamanna and a new afterword
by Tom Rea.Less than one hundred years ago, Diplodocus carnegii – named after industrialist
and philanthropist Andrew Carnegie – was the most...

288 pages | b/w photos | University of Pittsburgh Press

Paperback #148067 2004 9780822958468 £13.99
Paperback #254214 Sep-2021 9780822966708 £12.99

Reconstructing Earth's Climate History
Inquiry-Based Exercises for Lab and Class
Kristen St John(Author), R Mark Leckie(Author), Kate Pound(Author), Megan Jones(Author),
Lawrence Krissek(Author), Thomas M Cronin(Foreword By)
There has never been a more critical time for students to understand the record of Earth's
climate history, as well as the relevance of that history to understanding Earth's present and
likely future climate. There also has never been a more...

560 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour tables |
Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #254263 Sep-2021 9781119544111 £74.99

The Holocene and Anthropocene Environmental History of Mexico
A Paleoecological Approach on Mesoamerica
Nuria Torrescano-Valle(Editor), Gerald Alexander Islebe(Editor), Priyadarsi D Roy(Editor)
This book provides essential information on Mexico's Holocene and Anthropocene climate and
vegetation history. Considering the geography of Mexico – which is home to a variety of
climatic and environmental conditions, from desert and...

280 pages | 74 colour photos and colour illustrations, 20 b/w illustrations,
tables | Springer Nature

Paperback #254443 2021 9783030317218 £79.99
Hardback #248754 2020 9783030317188 £109.99

The Stratigraphic Paleobiology of Nonmarine Systems
Steven Holland(Author), Katharine M Loughney(Author)
The principles of stratigraphic palaeobiology can be readily applied to the nonmarine fossil
record. Consistent spatial and temporal patterns of accommodation and sedimentation in
sedimentary basins are an important control on stratigraphic...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254356 2021 9781108794732 £14.99

Le Cénomanien du Pays Fort: Richesse des Formes, Diversité des Espèces [The
Cenomanian of Pays-Fort: Richness of Forms, Diversity of Species]
Denis Paccard(Author)
With 178 animal species distributed in 7 phyla, the subsoil of Pays-Fort, an area in the region
of Centre-Val de Loire, offers a very varied image of marine life during a period of the Lower
Cenomanian corresponding to the Mantelliceras saxbii...

230 pages | 56 plates with colour photos; illustrations | Dedale Editions

Paperback #254463 2021 9782917151976 £34.99

Myxomycetes
Biology, Systematics, Biogeography, and Ecology
Carlos Rojas Alvarado(Editor), Steven L Stephenson(Editor)
Myxomycetes: Biology, Systematics, Biogeography and Ecology, second edition provides a
complete collection of general and technical information on myxomycetes microorganisms. Its
broad scope takes an integrated approach, considering a number of...

566 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations, tables |
Academic Press

Paperback #254364 Sep-2021 9780128242810 £115.00

Encyclopedia of Mycology (2-Volume Set)
Óscar Zaragoza(Editor), Arturo Casadevall(Editor)
Encyclopedia of Mycology provides a broad and multidisciplinary overview of a subject whose
importance in an ecosystem is becoming more and more universally accepted with its close
links to botany, microbiology, biotechnology and medicine. While...

1626 pages | illustrations | Elsevier

Hardback #254206 2021 9780128199909 £1123.00

The Plant Mildews
A Color Handbook
SG Borkar(Author), Ajayasree TS(Author)
The plant mildews are one of the most important diseases on crop plants, and occur widely
throughout the world causing huge losses. This unique book discusses both downy and
powdery mildews, and is therefore of benefit to academicians, students,...

414 pages | 241 colour photos | CRC Press

Hardback #254329 2021 9781032007465 £140.00

First Steps in Mushroom Identification
Keys to the British Genera of Agarics and Boleti
Archie McAdam(Author)
This new edition of First Steps in Mushroom Identification is the result of a long delight in fungi
translated into a book to have on a foray to get us to genus there and then.First Steps in
Mushroom Identification: Keys to the British Genera of...

154 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Archie McAdam (privately
published)

Paperback #254334 2020 9781911138310 £10.99

Fungi in Polar Regions
Masaharu Tsuji(Editor), Tamotsu Hoshino(Editor)
Fungi that inhabit polar-region can grow and decompose organic compounds under subzero
temperatures play important roles in the nutrient cycle of polar-region ecosystems. Thus,
changes in the mycoflora affect the ecological recycling in these...

146 pages | CRC Press

Paperback #254417 2021 9780367779979 £42.99
Hardback #254418 2019 9781138089709 £150.00
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The Enumeration of Lichenized Fungi in China
Wei Jiangchun(Author)
The Enumeration of Lichenized Fungi in China covers 3085 species, including 3050 species
of endophytic fungi (3041 species of ascomycetes and 9 species of basidiomycetes), and 35
species of exophytic fungi (31 species of ascomycetes and 4 species of...

606 pages | China Forestry Publishing House

Hardback #254451 2020 9787521907704 £160.00
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